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Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�reneuronsRésumé : The lass of non-linear integrate and �re neuron models introdued in theprevious hapter, ontaining suh models as the Izhikevih and the Brette-Gerstner ones,are hybrid dynamial systems de�ned both by a ontinuous dynamis, the subthresholdbehavior, and a disrete dynamis, the spike and reset proess. The dynamial propertiesof the subthreshold system has studied in [Touboul, 2008b℄. This previous study does notaount for the spiking properties of the model. We study in this hapter the spike patternsprodued by these models. These patterns of ativity are the result of an interplay betweenthe ontinuous subthreshold dynamis and the reset proess. Interestingly, the reset induesin bidimensional models behaviors only observed in higher dimensional ontinuous systemssuh as bursting and haos.This is why in the �rst setion we study in depth the subthreshold dynamial system,and haraterize its main dynamial properties, and a suitable framework in order to studythe spike dynamis through the use of a disrete map, alled the adaptation map. We thenpresent how the spiking behavior of the model is linked with dynamial properties of themap, and show in partiular that the system an exhibit a transition to haos via perioddoubling, whih was previously observed in Hodgkin-Huxley models and in Purkinje ells.Mots-lés : Pas de motlef



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 31 IntrodutionReently in the neuro-omputing ommunity, �nding a omputationally simple and bio-logially realisti model of neuron has been a great endeavior. The main interest of thissearh is to get mathematially tratable models in order to understand the nature of thenerve ell ativity, and omputationaly simple in order to be able to ompare experimentalreordings with large sale brain models. The key problem is to �nd a model of neuronrealizing a ompromise between its simulation e�ieny and its ability to reprodue whatis observed at the ell level, often onsidering in-vitro experiments [Koh and Segev, 1998,Izhikevih, 2004, Rinzel and Ermentrout, 1989℄. Among the variety of omputational neu-ron models, nonlinear spiking models with adaptation have reently been studied by severalauthors [Izhikevih, 2004, Brette and Gerstner, 2005, Touboul, 2008b℄ and seem to standout. They are relatively simple, i.e. mathematially tratable, e�iently implemented, andable to reprodue a large number of eletrophysiologial signatures suh as bursting or regu-lar spiking. These models feature the membrane potential of the nerve ell v togetger with anadaptation variable w, and distinguishes between to phases of the neuronal ativity: the sub-threshold behavior when no spike is emitted, and the emission of ation potentials (spikes).The subthreshold dynamis is governed by the following ordinary di�erential equation:
{dvdt = F (v) − w + Idwdt = a(bv − w)

(1.1)where a, b are non-negative parameters aounting respetively for the time onstant ratiobetween the adaptation variable and the membrane potential and b to the oupling strenghbetween these two variables. I is a real parameter aounting for the input urrent of theneuron, whih in this mathematial study is assumed to be onstant, and F is a real funtionaounting for the nonlinear ioni urrents. Following [Touboul, 2008b℄, it is assumed to beregular (at least three times ontinuously di�erentiable), stritly onvex, and its derivativeto have a negative limit a −∞ and an in�nite limit at +∞. In order to ensure that theneuron will eliit spikes, we add the following assumption:Assumption (A1). There exists ε > 0 suh that F grows faster than v1+ε when v → ∞(i.e. there exists α > 0 suh that F (v)/v1+ε ≥ α when v →∞.We prove in setion 2.5 that the membrane potential blows up in �nite time in theseases. Among these models, the quadrati adaptive model [Izhikevih, 2004℄ orresponds tothe ase where F (v) = v2, and has been reently used by Eugene Izhikevih and oworkers[Izhikevih and Edelman, 2008℄ in very large sale simulations of neural networks. The adap-tive exponential model [Brette and Gerstner, 2005℄ orresponds to the ase where F (v) = evmodeling the sodium urrent responsible for the generation of ation potentials is mod-elled by an exponential funtion, following the work of [Fouraud-Trome et al., 2003℄, andhas the interest that its parameters an be related to eletrophysiologial quantities, andhas been suessfully �t to intraellular reordings of pyramidal ells [Clopath et al., 2007,Jolivet et al., 2008℄. The quarti model [Touboul, 2008b℄ orresponds to the ase whereRR n° 6531



4 Touboul & Brette
F (v) = v4 + 2a v and has the advantage to of being able to reprodue all the behaviorsfeatured by the other two and also self-sustained subthreshold osillations whih are of par-tiular interest to model ertain nerve ells.As we have seen in [Touboul, 2008℄ and in setion 2.5, in the ase of the adaptivequadrati model or when the funtion F diverges slower than v2 when v → ∞ (i.e. whenthere exists VF > 0 suh that F (v)/v2 is bounded for v ≥ VF ), the adaptation variable blowsup at the same time as the membrane potential. In these ases, a spike is emitted at thetime t∗ when the membrane potential v reahes a uto� value θ. At this time, the membranepotential is reset to a onstant value vr and the adaptation variable is updated to w(t∗) + dwhere w(t∗) is the value of the adaptation variable at the time of the spike and d > 0is the spike-triggered adaptation parameter. Beause of the explosion of the adaptationvariable, it is mandatory to de�ne an arbitrary uto�, as done in [Izhikevih, 2007℄. Thespiking properties are highly sensitive to hanges in this uto� parameter, as proved in[Touboul, 2008℄.For this reason, we will not be interested in this type of models, but will rater studymodels having intrinsi properties. This is why in the rest of the paper we onsider modelswith an F funtion satisfy the following assumption:Assumption (A2). There exists ε > 0 suh that F grows faster than v2+ε when v → ∞(i.e. there exists α > 0 suh that F (v)/v2+ε ≥ α when v →∞.In these ases as proved in [Touboul, 2008℄ and in setion 2.5, the membrane potentialblows up in �nite times and at these times the adaptation variable onverges to a �nitevalue. A spike is emitted at the time t∗ when the membrane potential blows up. At thistime, the adaptation variable onverges to the value

w(t∗)
def
=
(

lim
t→t∗

w(t)
)

.After the spike emission, the membrane potential is reset to a onstant value vr and theadaptation variable is added a positive parameter, the spike-triggered adaptation parameter:
v(t) blows up at time t∗ =⇒

{

v(t∗) ← vr

w(t∗) ← w(t∗) + d
(1.2)In these models, the reset mehanism makes ritial the value of the adaptation variable atthe time of the spike. Indeed, when a spike is emitted at time t∗, the new initial onditionof the system (1.1) is (vr , w(t∗)+ d). Therefore, this value governs the subsequent evolutionof the membrane potential, and hene the spike pattern produed.These models are hybrid dynamial systems, in the sense that they are de�ned byboth a ontinuous and a disrete dynamial system. This struture make these mod-els very interesting. Indeed the addition of the reset to the bidimensional ontinuousdynamial systems makes possible behaviors whih annot appear in autonomous bidi-mensional nonlinear ordinary di�erential equations, suh as the bursting and haos (see
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Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 5[Izhikevih, 2003, Brette and Gerstner, 2005, Touboul, 2008a℄). In this hapter we will rig-orously study from a mathematial point of view these di�erent behaviors, in order tounderstand qualitatively the origin of the di�erent observed behaviors, and quantitativelyto get insights on the ranges of parameters to obtain a given behavior.To this end, we preisely study in setion 2 the orbits of equation (1.1) in the phaseplane (v, w) in order to haraterize the value of the adaptation variable at the time of thespike. We will be partiularly interested in the attration basins of the stable subthresholdorbits. We will de�ne herein an essential tools to study the spike patterns, the adaptation(or Poinaré) map. We observe that the properties of this map are losely linked with thesubthreshold dynamis properties, more preisely with the number and stability of �xedpoints. Setion 3 will be devoted to the ase where the subthreshold system has no �xedpoint, and in the ase where the neuron �res whatever its initial ondition. Therefore thestudy of the iterations of the map Φ allows us to disriminate between di�erent modes oftoni spiking. Setion 4 is devoted to the ase where there exist non-spiking subthresholdorbits. In these ases depending on the initial ondition the system an either �re in�nitelymany spikes (toni spiking) or �nitely many spikes (phasi spiking). In the last setion 5 weomment these results from a neuroomputational viewpoint.2 Detailed study of the subthreshold dynamisThe lass of systems we study here is the general lass of nonlinear bidimensional neuronmodels introdued in [Touboul, 2008b℄. We reall here brie�y for the sake of ompleteness themain de�nitions. These models feature the neuron's membrane and an adaptation variable,whose oupled dynamis is the superpositions of two mehanisms: a nonlinear subthresholdintegration mehanism, driven by the ordinary di�erential equation (1.1), oupled with thespike-and-reset mehanism given by equation (1.2). If membrane potential blows up at time
t∗, a spike is �red, and subsequently the membrane potential is instantaneously reset to aonstant value vr and the adaptation variable is inreased by a onstant value d.This system is an hybrid dynamial system: it is de�ned by both a ontinuous time dy-namial system given by the equations (1.1) and a disrete dynamial system alled the spikeand reset mehanism, given by the equations (1.2), with �ve real parameters (a, b, I, vr, d).The parameters (a, b, I) govern the subthreshold dynamis, while the parameters vr and
d govern the spike and reset mehanism. The subthreshold bifuration problem was �rststudied by Izhikevih in [Izhikevih, 2006℄ in the ase of the adaptive quadrati integrateand �re model, and extended to the generalized lass of models of [Touboul, 2008b℄. Itappears that a is not a bifuration parameter, and that the system undergoes a subriti-al Bogdanov-Takens bifuration. Moreover, under a simple ondition on F and the otherparameters, the model an undergo a Bautin bifuration. This analysis aounts for thesubthreshold behavior of the neuron and allows one to de�ne eletrophysiologial lasses ofneurons depending on the parameters of the model, as done in [Touboul and Brette, 2008℄in the ase of the adaptive exponential model.
RR n° 6531



6 Touboul & BretteNevertheless, this former study does not explain the spiking behaviors of the neuron,whih are governed by the spiking mehanism. These properties are losely linked with topo-logial properties of the underlying dynamial system, and we are interested here in under-standing these properties. In this setion, we �rst reall the main results of [Touboul, 2008b℄on the subthreshold dynamis, whih will be useful in the rest of the paper, and extend theseresults by studying the topologial properties of the dynamial system de�ned by (1.1). Wewill see that there are three types of subthreshold orbits (i.e. orbits whih will never �re):the ones that are attrated towards a stable �xed point of the dynamial system, the onesattrated by a limit yle, and the stable manifold of the possible saddle �xed point. Wewill see that this stable manifold will shape the attration basins of the stable subthresholdorbits (�xed points or limit yles). This detailled study of the subthreshold dynamis willlead us to de�ne a Markov partition of the dynamis, and will allow us to prove that thatexept from solutions of with initial ondition on the stable manifold of the saddle �xedpoint or in the attration basin of the stable subthreshold orbit, all the solutions �re a spikeand are reset. We haraterize the orbits of the solutions in the phase plane (v, w) and showonlude that the problem (1.1) together with (1.2) is well posed. Therefore, we will be ableto study the spike patterns given any initial ondition. To this end we lastly introdue thePoinaré appliation whih will be essential in the study of the spike patterns.2.1 Subthreshold bifurationsBeause of existene and uniqueness of solution obtained in proposition 2.3, we onludethat the whole dynamis between two spikes depends only on the initial ondition of theneuron. The way the eliits a spike is mainly linked with the subthreshold dynamis,and de�ne eletrophysiologial lasses depending on the subthreshold dynamis parame-ters a, b and the input urrent I. This issue has been investigated in [Touboul, 2008a,Touboul and Brette, 2008℄. We summarize here the results obtained. Let us denote v∗(x)the unique solution, when it exists, of the equation F ′(v∗(x)) = x. Let us denote by
F ′
−∞ the limit of F ′(x) for x → −∞. This value an be either �nite (but nonpositive) orequal to −∞. Note that beause of the strit onvexity assumption, if there exists a solu-tion, it is unique. Furthermore, solutions exist for any x ∈ (F ′

−∞,∞). Let us denote also
m(x) = F (v∗(x)) − xv(x). It is the unique minimum, when v(x) exists, of t 7→ F (t) − x t.We have:Theorem 2.1. The number and the stability of the �xed point of the subthreshold systemdepends on the parameters of the system in the following fashion:1. If I > −m(b), then the system has no �xed point.2. If I = −m(b), then the system has a unique �xed point, (v∗(b), w∗(b)), whih is non-hyperboli. It is unstable if b > a. Along this urve in the parameter spae (I, b), thesystem undergoes a saddle-node bifuration provided that F ′′(v∗(b)) 6= 0.

INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 73. If I < −m(b), then the dynamial system has two �xed points (v−(I, b), v+(I, b)) suhthat
v−(I, b) < v∗(b) < v+(I, b).The �xed point v+(I, b) is a saddle �xed point, and the stability of the �xed point

v−(I, b) depends on I and on the sign of (b− a):(a) If b < a, the �xed point v−(I, b) is attrative.(b) If b > a, it depends on the input urrent I with respet to the value IH(a, b) =
bv∗(a)− F (v∗(a)).() At the point b = a and I = −m(a), the system undergoes a Bogdanov-Takensbifuration provided that F ′′(va) 6= 0. Therefore, from this point, there is a saddlehomolini bifuration urve haraterized in the neighborhood of the Bogdanov�Takens point by

(P ) :=

{

(I, b ≥ a) ; ISh = −m(a) +−12

25

(b − a)2

F ′′(v∗(a))
+ o(| (b − a)2 |)

}

. (2.1)i. If I < IH(a, b), the �xed point v−(I, b) is attrative.ii. If I > IH(a, b), the �xed point v−(I, b) is repulsive.iii. On the parameter line given by
(AH) :=

{

(b, I) ; b > a and I = bv∗(a)− F (v∗(a))
}

,the system undergoes an Andonov Hopf bifuration, whose type is given bythe sign of the variable
A(a, b) = F ′′′(v∗(a)) +

1

b− a
F ′′(v(a))2.If A(a, b) > 0, then the bifuration is subritial, and if A(a, b) < 0, then thebifuration is superritial. If furthermore we have F ′′′(v∗(a)) < 0 and sometehnial onditions ful�lled, then the system undergoes a Bautin bifurationat the point v∗(a) for b = a− F ′′(v(a))2

F ′′′(v∗(a)) and I = bv∗(a)− F (v∗(a)).To desribe further the subthreshold dynamis we onsider that the phase plane is eitherseparated in three or �ve regions, depending on the existene of �xed points or not. Thedesription of these regions and the dynamis of the system between these regions is givenin �gure Fig.1. Note that in the ase of 1.A, a trajetory in the South region an either keepin the south region or quit this region to enter the enter region. Similarly, in the Northregion, it an either go East or West. We will preise this diagram later on in setion 2.3.The results on loal and global bifuration given in theorem 2.1 imply the existane offamilies of yles, whih we study further in the next setion.RR n° 6531



8 Touboul & Brette

Figure 1: Nulllines of the dynamial system (horizontal axis: v; vertial axis: w). A. Thenulllines interset in two points, and divide the phase spae into 5 regions. The potential
V inreases below the V -nullline, w inreases below the w-nullline. The diretion of the�ow along eah boundary gives the possible transitions between regions (right). Spiking anonly our in the South region. B. The nulllines do not interset. All trajetories mustenter the South region and spike.
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Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 92.2 Periodi orbitsIn this setion we haraterize the number and the type of limit yles of the system. Theproblem of determining the number and loation of limit yles for an autonomous planarvetor �eld is a very omplex problem for general dynamial systems, ans the ase of apolynomial vetor �elds is still unresolved1. Nevertheless, for simple systems suh as theone we are studying here, a omplete desription of the limit yles is possible.First of all, in the ase I > −m(b) (i.e. no �xed point for the subthreshold dynamis), itis lear that no limit yle an exist, beause of the shape of the vetor �eld (see �gure 1B.).Indeed, if a limit yle exists, it will neessarily ross both nullline, but any orbit enteringthe South region keeps trapped in this region. Hene no losed orbit exist in that ase.When dereasing the urrent, the system will undergo a saddle-node bifuration, two�xed points will appear, but no yle will be generated. Hene the system has no yle for
b < a.For b > a, when dereasing further the input urrent, the system will undergo a Hopf bi-furation, whih will generate a branh of limit yles. These limit yles are repulsive if thesystem does not undergo a Bautin bifuration, and are attrative for b > a− F ′′(v(a))2

F ′′′(v∗(a)) if thesystem satsi�es the onditions of the Bautin bifuration. The saddle-node and Andronov-Hopf bifurations ollide via a Bogdanov-Takens bifuration at the point b = a. In theneighborhood of this bifuration, the family of limit yles ollide with the saddle �xed-point manifold and disappears via a saddle-homolini bifuration. The saddle homolinibifurations manifold an be written in the neighborhood of the Bogdanov-Takens bifura-tion as a funtion (b, I = ISh(a, b)) having the quadrati expansion given by equation (2.1),and an be ompletely omputed numerially using a ontinuation algorithm.1. When the Hopf bifuration is subritial, the system presents a stable �xed pointsurrounded by a repulsive limit yle for IH(a, b) < I < ISh(a, b), an homolini orbitfor I = ISh(a, b) and no limit yle for I > ISh(a, b).2. When the Hopf bifuration is superritial, the system has an unstable �xed pointsurrounded by an attrative limit yle for −m(b) < I < IH(a, b) and no yle for
I < IH .Let us deribe a little bit further the shape of these periodi orbit when it exist. Beauseof the struture of the shape of the vetor �eld presented in �gure 1.B., yles neessarilyinlude the �xed point v−, and do not inlude the �xed point v+, beause the South zoneinterseted with the set {v ≥ v+} is stable and no trajetory an esape from this zone. Ata subritial Hopf bifuration, yles appear around the �xed point v−, and in�ate whendereasing the input urrent until reahing the saddle �xed point v+.The presene of periodi orbits shape the struture of the stable manifold of the saddle-�xed point. We desribe now the topology of this stable manifold and the shape of theattration basins of the possible stable subthreshold orbits.1it is the 16th of the 23 problems of David Hilbert

RR n° 6531



10 Touboul & Brette2.3 Stable manifold and attration basinsIn this hapter we all subthreshold orbit any solution of the di�erential system (1.1) that donot �re, i.e. whose membrane potential does not blow in �nite time. In the systems we study,subthreshold orbits an be of di�erent type: �xed points, limit yles, orbits onverging tothe stable �xed points or the stable periodi orbits, and the stable manifold of saddle �xedpoints.We are interested in this setion in the struture of the attration basins of stable sub-threshold orbits (SSO). A point (v, w) belongs to the attration basin of a SSO if and only ifthe system (1.1) starting from this point onverges towards this orbit. The topology of thisset is governed by the subthreshold dynamis, and the problem of identifying in a losedform the attration basin of the SSOs is very hard to handle formally. Nevertheless in ourpartiular ase we an desribe the sets qualitatively. Indeed, when suh a bounded stabletrajetory exists, there always exists a saddle �xed point, and the struture of the attrationbasin will be losely related to the struture of the stable manifold of the saddle �xed point(SMSFP).The �rst order expansion of the SMSFP around the saddle �xed point is given by theeigenvalues and eigenvetors of the Jaobian matrix at this point. The SMSFP is omposedof two submanifolds: one of them is loally ontained in the zone v ≥ v+ whih we denote
Γ+ and the other in the zone v ≤ v+, whih we denote Γ−. In all the ases, the submanifold
Γ+ is fully ontained in the v-nullline (i.e. w ≥ F (v) + I), beause of the diretion of theeigenvetors of the Jaobian matrix at this point. This submanifold keeps in the Noth zoneand this urve is the graph of an inreasing funtion of v. The shape of the submanifold Γ−loally satisfying v ≤ v+ depends on �nner properties of the vetor �eld, as we disuss inthe sequell and in setion 2.4.First of all, in the ase where b > a and I ∈ (ISh, IH), there exists a repulsive periodiorbit irling anti-lokwise around the stable �xed point. First of all, sine this orbit isa trajetory of the dynamial system, no solution an ross it beause of Cauhy-Lipshitztheorem. The attration basin of the stable �xed point will therefore be delineated by theperiodi orbit: any trajetory having its initial ondition inside this losed orbit will nee-sarily onverge to the �xed point beause of Poinaré-Bendixon's theorem, and no solutionstarting outside this zone an onverge towards this �xed point beause trajetories willnot ross (Cauhy-Lipshitz' theorem). Therefore, the attration basin of the stable �xedpoint is the zone in the phase plane delineated by the unstable limit yle. In that ase, thesubmanifold Γ− winds around this yle. Indeed, this submanifold an be omputed usingthe bakward equation related to (1.1). If it is an unbounded orbit, this stable manifold willsplit the phase plane into two zones, one of whih ontaining the unstable limit yle andthe stable �xed point. Any trajetory starting in the zone ontaining the stable �xed pointwill either onverge to the �xed point if it is inside the attration basin of this �xed pointdelineated by the unstable periodi orbit, or will be trapped inside this zone and will notenter inside the periodi orbit. In the latter ase, this trajetory annot diverge beause ofthe struture of the trajetories. Poinaré-Bendixon theorem would imply that there existsa stable �xed point or a stable periodi orbit in this zone whih is not the ase. Therefore

INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 11the shape Γ− will neessarily be bounded, and beause of Poinaré-Bendixon's theorem, itwill either onverge to a �xed point or to a periodi orbit. Sine there is no stable �xedpoint reahable by the stable manifold (the stable �xed point is repulsive for the bakwardsdynamis), this orbit will onverge to the limit yle (see �gure 2(a)).In the ases where there is no unstable limit yle around the SSO (i.e. for b < a, or
b > a and I < ISh in the ases where the SSO is a �xed point, or in the ase where the SSOis a periodi orbit), the attration basin of the SSO will be unbounded, and its shape willbe dedued from the shape of the SMSFP.For the submanifold Γ−, several ases an our:� The stable manifold of the saddle �xed point an ross both nulllines (see �gure 2(b)).As proved in setion B or in [Touboul and Brette, 2008℄, this will be the ase when

F ′
−∞ > −∞ and if b ≥ (F ′

−∞
+a)2

4a ,� It an ross the w-nullline (whih will always be the ase when a < −F ′
−∞) but notthe v-nullline. In this ase, the SMSFP is the graph of a funtion of v, that willbe dereasing before it rosses the nullline and inreasing after this point (see �gure2(d)),� It an ross no nullline, and in this ase the separatrix is the graph of an inreasingfuntion of v (see �gure 2()).In these ases, the SMSFP is unbounded, and splits the phase plane into two onnetedomponents, one of whih ontaining the SSO. This omponent is the attration basin ofthe SSO, beause of Poinaré-Bendixon and Cauhy Lipshitz theorems.2.4 Heterolini orbitsIn the ase where there are two unstable �xed point, one of whih is repulsive and theother saddle, then the omponent Γ+ of the SMSFP has the same properties as in the asewhere there existed SSOs: it is the graph of an inreasing funtion of v for v ≥ v+. Thesubmanifold Γ− will onnet to the repulsive �xed point, for the same reasons as mentionnedin the ase of the presene of an unstable limit yle. Indeed, if we onsider the bakwardequation starting in the neighborhood of the saddle �xed point, the repulsive �xed point ofthe forward dynamis beomes attrative, and it is the unique bounded trajetory possible.The stable manifold when onsidering the bakward equation will either onverge to the�xed point, or will diverge, aording to Poinaré-Bendixon's theorem. But assuming thatit is unbounded leads to a ontradition: if it is unbounded, it separates two zones (see�gure 2), one of whih ontaining the unstable �xed point. A trajetory having its initialondition in this zone will be trapped in it for all t > 0. But in this zone, the trajetorywill be bounded beause of the struture of the vetor �eld, but their is no �xed point norstable periodi orbit. Therefore Poinaré-Bendixon's theorem leads to a ontradition, andthe stable manifold neesarily onnets to the repulsive �xed point. This onnetion an beone of two types (see �gure 3: a monotonous onnetion in the ase where the eigenvaluesRR n° 6531



12 Touboul & Brette

(a) Stable Manifold and limit yle (b) Fixed point, separatrix rosses both nullline

() Fixed point, separatrix rosses no nullline (d) Periodi orbit, separatrix rosses the w-nulllineFigure 2: Representation of the attration basin and the stable manifold of the saddle �xedpoint in di�erent ases. Figure 2(a) orresponds to the ase where there exists a repulsivelimit yle around the stable �xed point. The red line orresponds to this �xed point, thebak dased line to the stable manifold (see the indiations in the �gure). In the other three�gures, we represented the ase where there is no limit yle in the phase plane. The dashedblak line represent the nulllines, the green line the stable manifold of the saddle �xed pointand the blue region the attration basin of the stable trajetory. Figure 2(b) orresponds tothe ase where the separatrix rosses both nulllines: it returns in the diretion v > 0 butwill never reah the other part of the stable manifold (ase of the AdExp model with originalparameters but a = 2gL and τm = τw); 2() is the ase where the stable manifold rosses nonullline: it is the graph of an inreasing funtion of v whih delineates the attration basinof the stable �xed point ((ase of the dimensioned AdExp model with the original parametersbut a = 2gL and τw = τm/3); 2(d) is the ase where the stable manifold only rosses the
w-nullline. It was represented in the ase where the stable trajetory is a periodi orbit(quarti model, a = 1, b = 2.51, I = −0.5). INRIA
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(a) Monotonous onnetion to equilibrium (b) Osillatory onnetion to equilibriumFigure 3: Stable manifold of the saddle �xed point in the ase of two unstable equilibria.Dashed blak urves are the nulllines of the system and the red urve is the stable manifold.of the Jaobian matrix of the repulsive �xed point are real, and an osillating onnetionwhen the eigenvalues have a non-nul imaginary part. This branh of stable manifold istherefore an heterolini orbit, onneting a repulsive equilibrium to a saddle equilibrium.It is struturally stable, and disappears at the Hopf bifuration. In the ase where the Hopfbifuration is subritial, the heterolini orbit onneting the repulsive �xed point andthe saddle �xed point onverts into an heterolini orbit onneting the saddle �xed pointwith the repulsive limit yle and we are in the ase of �gure 2(a). In the ase where theHopf bifuration is superritial (after Bautin bifuration) the heterolini orbit will simplydisappears. By ontinuity it will be after the bifuration of type 2(b).2.5 Symboli dynamis and spiking regionsThis detailled desription of the subthreshold dynamis allows us to get a better insight ofthe dynamis and to make diagram 1 more preise. Indeed, we are now able to provide aMarkov partition of the phase plane.� Where there is no �xed point (see �g.4(a)), we part the phase plane into the up zoneabove the v-nullline, i.e. de�ned by {(v, w); w ≥ F (v) + I}, the enter zone betweenthe two nulllines and the spiking zone below the w-nullline {(v, w); w ≤ b v}. Weobserve that any trajetory having its initial ondition in the up zone enters in �nitetime the enter zone. Indeed, while the orbit in the up zone, the derivative of theadaptatation variable is stritly inferior to −d(F (v) + I, b v) the distane between thetwo nulllines. In the enter zone, w is dereasing and v is inreasing. Beause ofthe vetor �eld along the v-nulline, we observe that the orbit annot enter bak theup zone. Sine in this zone w is a dereasing funtion of v and the boundary b v anRR n° 6531



14 Touboul & Bretteinreasing funtion, it will enter in �nite time the spiking zone. In this spiking zonede�ned by w ≤ b v, the trajetory keeps trapped, and the membrane potential willblow up in �nite time in this zone.� In the ase where there are stable subthreshold orbits, we reviewed the di�erent shapesof the related attration basins. These regions orresponds to what we will all the restregion, are stable under the dynamis, and do not ommuniate with the other zones(see �gures 4(b), 4() and 4(d) ). We de�ne here again the spiking zone below both the
w-nullline and the SMSFP. This zone is also stable under the dynamis. The rightzone is the zone above the w-nullline and below the SMSFP. In this zone, for anyinitial ondition below the v-nullline, v is inreasing and w dereasing. Therefore, thederivative of v inreases, and the orbit will enter the spiking zone in �nite time, sinethe orbit is a non-inreasing funtion of v and the boundary is stritly inreasing. If theinitial ondition is in the right zone below the SMSFP and above the v-nullline, both
v and w will be dereasing and therefore the orbit annot stay above the v-nulllineinde�nitely, beause of the presene of the unstable manifold of the saddle �xed point,and therefore will be in the right zone below the v nullline after a �nite time, andtherefore in the spiking zone in �nite time. The up zone is the rest of the phase plane.In this zone, orbits do not stay inde�nitely, and annot enter neither the rest zone orthe right zone, hene enter in �nite time the spiking zone.� In the ases where are two unstable �xed points and no stable limit yles (Figures4(e) and 4(f)), there is no stable subthreshold orbit (SSO) exept from the SMSFP.We de�ne the up zone above both the w-nullline and the SMSFP, the right zone thezone between the SMSFP and the w-nullline and the spiking zone below both the
w-nullline and the SMSFP. In the spiking zone, as we will see, the system will �re.For any initial ondition in the right zone, sine the orbit will not ross the SMSFP,it will neesarilly enter the spiking zone in �nite time.This is very important in terms of spikes. Indeed, we an prove that for any initial onditionin the bottom region, the membrane potential v will blow up in �nite time, and therefore asike will be emitted. Indeed, let (v0, w0) be a given initial ondition in the bottom regionat time t0. Aording to the shape of the vetor �eld, as presented in our Markov partition,the whole trajetory will be trapped in this zone. But in this zone, we always have w ≤ vand therefore for all t ≥ t0 we have w(t) ≤ b v(t) . Aording to Gronwall's theorem, themembrane potential at time t ≥ tS will be greater or equall to the solution of:

{

˙̃v = F (ṽ)− b ṽ + I

ṽ(tS) = v(tS)whih blows up in �nite time by the virtue of assumption (A1).Therefore any trajetory entering the bottom region will spike, and furthermore anytrajetory having its initial ondition outside the rest region will fall in the bottom regionin �nite time, and eliit a spike. As we have seen, the dynamis of the reset after a spikeINRIA
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(a) No �xed point ase (b) Unstable limit yle

() Unbounded attration bassin rossing bothnulllines (d) Unbounded attration bassin rossing nonullline

(e) Monotonous heterolini orbit (f) Osillatory heterolini orbitFigure 4: Markov partition of the dynamis: the bottom region is a stable region where eahtrajetory starting from the up or right region will end up in �nite time. The rest regionomposed of the attration basin of the possible stable trajetory is an isolated region.RR n° 6531



16 Touboul & Brettedepends on the value of the adaptation variable at the times of the spikes, whih we desribein the following setion.2.6 Behavior of the adaptation at the times of the spikesIn the spiking zone, we have seen that the membrane potential blew up in �nite time. Thiszone does not interset the v-nullline. Therefore, in this zone, the orbit (v, w) with initialondition (v0, w0) at time t0 inside the spiking zone an be written as the graph of a funtionof v for all t ≥ t0, i.e. w(t) = W (v(t)) where the funtion W is the solution of the di�erentialequation:
{dWdv = a (b v−w)

F (v)−w+I

W (v0) = w0

(2.2)Proof. Let δ(t) = W (v(t)) − w(t). We have δ(t0) = 0 and furthermore, sine the value of F (v) − w + I > 0,dδdt = dWdv
dvdt − dwdt = 0, and hene δ(t) ≡ 0.To study the value of the adaptation variable at the explosion time of the membranepotential, we simply study the limit of the equation of the orbits when v → infty. We provehere that this value is �nite under assumption (A2), and that if F (v)/v2 is asymptotiallybounded, the adaptation value tends to in�nity. This theorem justi�es the introdution ofthis assumption.Theorem 2.2. Under assumption (A2), the adaptation variable is �nite at the times ofthe spikes. If F (v)/v2 is bounded when v → ∞, the adaptation variable at the times of thespikes tends to in�nity.Proof. In setion 2.5, we proved that all the orbits of the system that are not in the attrationbasin of the possible stable �xed point will be trapped after a �nite time the spiking zonefully inluded in the half spae {w < b v} and in this zone the membrane potential blows upin �nite time.The value of the adaptation variable at the time of the spike an therefore be omputedusing the orbital equation (2.2). We onsider (v(t), w(t)) an orbit of the di�erential system(1.1) suh that the membrane potential blows up at time t∗. Let (v1 = v(t1), w1 = w(t1))a point of the orbit inside the spiking zone. We reall that In the spiking zone, we have

w(t)) ≤ b v(t) and w(t) is non-dereasing. Hene we havedWdv
≤ a (b v − w1)

F (v)− b v + I
(2.3)and hene

W (v) ≤
∫ v

v1

a (b u− w1)

F (u)− b u + I
duIf F satis�es assumption (A2), then the this integral onverges when v → ∞. Therefore,

W (v) (resp. w(t)) is an upperbounded nondereasing funtion of v (resp. time), and there-fore has a �nite value when v →∞ (resp. t→ t∗). INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 17In the ase where F (v)/v2 is bounded, this integral does not onverge. Let us lowerboundthis value. Using the same tehnique, we have:dWdv
≥ a (b −W )

F (v) − w1 + I
. (2.4)Gronwall's theorem [Gronwall, 1919℄ ensures us that the solution of equation (2.2) will belowerbounded for v ≥ v1 by the solution of the linear ordinary di�erential equation:

{dzdv = a (b−z)
F (v)−w1+I

z(v1) = w1

(2.5)that reads:
z(v) =

(
∫ v

v1

a b u

F (u)− w1 + I
e−g(u) du + w1)

)

eg(v)where g(v) =
∫ v

v1
− a du

F (u)−w1+I . Beause of assumption (A1), the integrand is integrable,and the funtion g has a �nite limit g(∞) when v → ∞. The exponential terms will heneonverge when v → ∞. But the integral involved in the partiular solution diverges in thease where F (v) grows slower than v2, sine the integrand is equivalent when u→∞ to
a b u

F (u)
e−g(∞)When F (u) grows slower than v2 there exists α > 0 suh that F (v) ≤ αv2 asymptotiallyand therefore the solution of the linear di�erential equation (2.5) tends to in�nity when

v →∞ faster than a logarithmi funtion of v, and so does W (v), and hene w(t) blows upat the time when v(t) blows up. In the ase where F (v) grows slower than v2−ε, the solutionof the di�erential equation diverges faster than vε.We therefore onlude that in the ase of the quadrati adaptive model, the adaptationvariable blows up at the explosion time of the membrane potential variable v, and in thease of the quarti and exponential models, the adaptation variable remains bounded.For the quadrati models, and models suh that the nonlinear funtion F (v) grows slowerthan a quadrati funtion when v →∞, the system an only be de�ned using a uto� valuefor the spikes. The value of the adaptation variable at the uto� θ will be given by W (θ),and therefore will heavily depend on the uto� value.In the quarti and exponential models, and for any model suh that F (v) grows fasterthan v2+ε for a given ε > 0, the adaptation variable onverges, and hene the model an bede�ned with an in�nite threshold. These models have intrinsi properties independently ofthe possible uto�. As stated in [Touboul, 2008b℄, this property is very important to shapethe spike patterns, and therefore we will be interested in this hapter only to models suhthat the adaptation variable onverges. This is the reason why we introdue assumption(A2).
RR n° 6531



18 Touboul & BretteIn these ases, for tehnial reasons we will use a transformed version of the orbitalequation (2.2) obtained by hanging variables. We onsider u = (v−v0 +1)−ε/2 where ε > 0is given by assumption (A2). When v(t) blows up, u(t) tends to zero, and the orbit in theplane (v, u) satis�es the equation:
{dW̃du = − 2a(bu−2/ε−W̃+β)

εu1+2/ε(F (u−2/ε+v0−1)−W̃+I)
=: g(u, W̃ )

W̃ (1) = w0

(2.6)where β = b (v0 − 1)As we an see in equation (1.1), at the times where the membrane potential blow upand sine the adaptation variable remains bounded, the derivative of adaptation variabletends to in�nity when v blows up. For this reason, aurate numerial simulations are quitehard to perform. But in the phase plane, the orbit has a regular equation. Therefore, anaurate algorithm an be dedued from these fats. As soon as the orbit enters the spikingzone, one ould simulate the orbital equation (2.2) in order to get a preise evaluation of theadaptation value at the time of the spike. Sine the equation is regular, standard simulationalgorithms an be used (Runge-Kutta, Euler, . . . ).2.7 Existene and uniqueness of solutionWe �rst disuss the well-posedness of these equations. Mathematially, the problem is well-posed if the system de�ned by equations (1.1) and (1.2) together with an initial ondition
(v0, w0) at time t0 has a unique solution de�ned for all t ≥ t0. The preise study we justperformed gives us a better understanding of the dynamis of the subthreshold system. Inpartiular, we have seen that the solutions of the subthreshold equation (1.1) blew up in�nite time, and under assumption (A2), the adaptation variable at these times has a �nitevalue. The solutions of the subthreshold are hene not well de�ned for all time. The resetondition is therefore essential to have a forward solution to the problem de�ned for all
t ≥ t0. The reset ondition is su�ient for the problem to be well posed, as we prove in thefollowing:Proposition 2.3. The equations (1.1) and (1.2), together with initial onditions (v0, w0)at time t0 has a unique solution de�ned for t ≥ t0.Proof. Beause of the regularity assumption on F , Cauhy-Lipshitz theorem of existeneand uniqueness of solution applies for equation (1.1) up to the explosion time. If the solutionof (1.1) do not blow up in �nite time, we have therefore existene and uniqueness of solutionsfor the problem. If the solution blows up at time t∗, then we are reset to a unique point,de�ned by the reset ondition 1.2, and we are again in the ase we already treated startingfrom (vr , w(t∗) + d) at time t∗. We an apply this mehanism again provided sine thevalue of w(t∗) is �nite. Furthermore, to be able to prove the existene and uniqueness ofsolution for all t ≥ t0, we need to ensure that the spike time does not tend to 0 (i.e. spikesdo not aumulate at a given time loation). The spike time dereases when the value of

INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 19the adaptation on the reset line dereases. Therefore we have to ensure that the adaptationvalue at the times of the spike do not tend to −∞. But for w0 in the spiking zone, thevalue of the adaptation variable is inreasing all along the trajetory and therefore the newadaptation value after a spike is emitted will be greater than the former value plus d, andhene it is impossible that this reset value tends to −∞. Therefore, the spike times havea lower bound on this trajetory, and between two spike times, we an prove a propertyof existene and uniqueness of solution. Therefore we have existene and uniqueness of asolution starting from (v0, w0) whih is de�ned for any t ≥ t0.In this proposition, we proved that there existed a unique forward solution to the problemfor a given initial ondition.Another interesting question would be to solve the related Cauhy problem. This prob-lem onsists in proving that there exists a unique solution de�ned for all t ∈ R. The Cauhyproblem problem was adressed by Romain Brette in [Brette, 2007℄ in the ase of spikingmodels de�ned by a one dimensional ODE with a �nite spiking threshold and a reset ondi-tion. He found that the reset introdued a ountable and ordered set of bakward solutionsfor a given initial ondition, and this that this struture of solutions had important impli-ations in terms of neural oding. The ase of the system given by (1.1) and (1.2) an betreated in the same fashion as done in [Brette, 2007℄. It is done in appendix A.2.8 The Poinaré appliationNow that we are ensured that there exists a unique solution to the forward problem givenby equations (1.1) and (1.2), we are interested in haraterizing the spike patterns �red by aneuron of this type. These patterns are governed by the initial ondition of the system aftereah spike, and this is why we now introdue an essential element of our work, a disretemap alled the Poinaré (or adaptation map).De�nition 2.1 (The adaptation (Poinaré) map). We denote byD the domain of adaptationvalues w0 suh that the solution of (1.1) with initial ondition (vr, w0) blows up in �nitetime. Let w0 ∈ D, and denote (v(t), w(t)) the solution of (1.1) with initial ondition (vr, w0)and t∗ the blowing time of v. The Poinaré map Φ is the unique funtion suh that
Φ(w0) = w(t∗) + dThe Poinaré map gives the next reset loation of a spiking orbit with initial onditionon the reset line v = vr . If we are interested in the spike patterns generated from an initialondition (v0, w0) where v0 6= vr, the analysis will be valid after the �rst spike is emitted.More preisely, either (v0, w0) is in the attration basin of a bounded trajetory or on thestable manifold of the saddle �xed point, then it will not eliit a spike. If it is not, then itwill �re in �nite time and be reset on the line v = vr at a given level, say w1. From thispoint, the study of the iterations of the map Φ will be valid.Moreover, assume that in the dynamial system de�ned by (1.1) starting from the initialondition (vr, w0) is in a toni spiking behavior (i.e. �res after any given time T , heneRR n° 6531



20 Touboul & Bretteeliits in�nitely many spikes). Then let (tn)n≥0 be the sequene of spike times, and de�nethe sequene of adaptation reset points by wn := w(tn) = w(t−n ) + d. The Poinare map ofthis dynamial system is the funtion Φ suh that
Φ(wn) = wn+1Hene we will be able to apply tehniques of nonlinear analysis of iterations of maps to studythe spiking loation sequenes and the spiking times.For these reasons, we will be interested in the sequel in the dynamis of the iteration ofthe map Φ whih orresponds to a trajetory starting from an initial ondition on the resetline. The intersetions of the nulllines with the reset lines are of partiular interest in thestudy of Φ. We omit for the sake of simpliity the dependeny of these points with respetto the parameters, and de�ne:

{

w∗ = F (vr) + I

w∗∗ = bvr

(2.7)Both point depend on the reset voltage vr. Interestingly enough, besides vr, the point w∗only depends on the input urrent and the nonlinearity, while the point w∗∗ only depends onthe parameter b. The �gure Fig.5 represents bundles of trajetories for w < w∗ or w > w∗∗in the ase where the nulllines do not interset. It illustrates the qualitative distintionslinked with the relative loation of w with respet to w∗.

(a) Phase plane for w0 < w∗ (b) Phase plane for w0 > w∗Figure 5: Phase plane and trajetories for the quarti model in the no-�xed point ase. Thetrajetories starting from w < w∗∗ have an inreasing w all along the trajetory, whih isnot the ase for w > w∗∗. For w > w∗, we observe that the trajetory turns around thepoint (vr , w
∗) and rosses again the line v = vr before spiking.The time it takes the neuron to eliit a spike governs the inter-spike interval. It istherefore a very pertinent information for a quantitative analysis of the models, or forINRIA
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Figure 6: Spike times T funtion for the quarti model for di�erent values of a and b. Wean see that the funtion is not always inreasing.understanding the neural ode. This map, as the Poinaré appliation Φ, is de�ned onthe spiking domain D by: T : w 7→ t∗(w) where t∗(w) is the spike time if the membranepotential starts at (vr, w) at time t = 0. If this map is one-to-one, then the reset loation isdiretly linked with the interspike interval. Figure Fig.6 represents the map T in the ase ofthe quarti model for di�erent sets of parameters. We observe that this map is not alwaysinjetive. Let us desribe quikly its dynamis in the ase where there is no �xed point forthe subthreshold dynamis. In this ase, T is de�ned for all w ∈ R, it is inreasing for
w ≤ w∗, as a straightforward appliation of the monotony of the modulus of the vetor �eldwith respet to w and the shape of the phase diagram partition in trajetories. For w > w∗,the trajetory turns around the point (vr, w

∗) and rosses again the urve v = vr. Hereagain, it is lear that the time it takes for rossing again the urve v = vr inreases with w.This time inrease is ompensated by the fat that when w inreases, the seond rossingloation of the urve v = vr dereases. Eventually, as we prove in the sequel, the seondrossing loation of the urve v = vr has a lower bound, and hene after a given time, themap T will inreases again.As we will see, the non-injetivity of this map is not a big deal, and sine we are interestedin qualitative properties of the spiking, this map will not be of great interest in our study.Now that we introdued the main framework of our study, we will study the main prop-erties of this map. The di�erent spike patterns are linked with the topology of the domain
D and with properties of the map Φ. We hose here to present our results in funtion ofthe subthreshold dynamial properties, sine it will make our mathematial analysis learer.We will summarize the di�erent regions of parameters for whih a given spike pattern isprodued in setion 5.5.3 No �xed point aseIn this setion we onsider the ase where there is no �xed point in for the subthresholddynamial system. This ase orresponds to the ase where I > −m(b) aording to theorem2.1. In that ase the system has neither stable �xed point nor limit yle, and hene no
RR n° 6531



22 Touboul & Brettebounded trajetory. The neuron will emit a spike whatever its initial ondition. Indeed, let
(v0, w0) be a given initial ondition at time t0 for the subthreshold system. Aording to thediagram 1, the trajetory will always be after a given �nite time in the South zone, whihorresponds in this ase to the bottom zone. As already disussed in setion 2.5, as soonas the trajetory enters this zone, it keeps trapped in this zone and blows up in �nite timeaording to Gronwall's theorem.Therefore, the de�nition domain of the Poinaré map is D = R: for any initial ondition,the neuron will eliit a spike.3.1 Desription of the Poinaré appliationWe are now able to prove the following theorem.Theorem 3.1. In the ase I > −m(b) and under the ondition (A2), the Poinaré mapsatis�es the following properties (see �gure Fig.7):� It is inreasing on (−∞, w∗] and dereasing on [w∗,∞),� For all w < w∗∗ then Φ(w) ≥ w + d > w,� The map Φ is regular,� It is onave for w < w∗,� It has a unique �xed point in R,� It has an horizontal asymptote (plateau) when w→∞This theorem is quite important to understand the main properties of the Poinarésequene wn starting from a given initial ondition w0 ∈ D de�ned by:

wn+1 = Φ(wn) (3.1)These properties are straightforwardly proved if we had a spiking threshold, the onlytehnial intriay is the fat that the spike ours when the membrane potential blows up.Proof. The proof of this theorem is mainly based on a haraterization of the orbits in thephase plane, given by equations (2.2) and (2.6). We have using these equations the orbitsof the system starting initial ondition (vr , w0) suh that w0 ≤ b vr:
W̃ (u; w0) = w0 −

∫ 1

u

g(u, W̃ (u, w0)) du. (3.2)We have in partiular Φ(w0) = lim
u→0

W̃ (u, w0).
INRIA
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Figure 7: The Poinaré appliation Φ in the ase of the quarti model for I > −m(b) (no-�xed point). The blue line orresponds to the map Φ, the red line to the identity map andthe blak line loalizes w∗. We an observe easily on this diagram the main properties of Φin this ase stated in theorem 3.1.� Monotony: Let w1(0) < w2(0) ≤ w∗. The orbits (v1(t), w1(t)) having initial ondition
(vr , w1(0)) at time t = 0 and (v2(t), w2(t)) having initial ondition (vr , w2(0)) at time
t = 0 will never ross beause of Cauhy-Lipshitz theorem. Sine they both are inthe enter or in the spiking zone of diagram 4(a), they satisfy equation (2.2) andtherefore sine they do not ross, we will always have W̃1(v) ≤ W̃2(v), and therefore
Φ(w1(0)) ≤ Φ(w2(0)).Let now w∗ ≤ w1(0) < w2(0). In that ase, the initial ondition is in the up zoneof diagramm 4(a). In this zone, we have seen that both variables v and w dereasein the up zone. The orbit enters in �nite time in the enter zone where v inreasesand w keeps dereasing. The orbits will therefore ross one time the reset line beforespiking. This reset line is a Jordan setion, and Jordan's theorem (see for instane[Dieudonné, 1963, Chap. 9, appendix, p. 246℄) implies that the solutions are alwaysordered on this setion, and the order of the adaptation value at the two new rossingpositions w1

1 and w1
2 is inverted, i.e. w1

2 < w1
1 . By appliation of the previous ase, weobtain

Φ(w1(0)) = Φ(w1
1) ≥ Φ(w1

2) = Φ(w2(0)).We onlude that the map Φ is inreasing on (−∞, w∗] and dereasing on [w∗,∞).� Behavior for w < w∗∗ : If w < w∗∗, then w will inrease all along the trajetory, andhene w(ts) ≥ w and hene Φ(w) ≥ w + d.
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24 Touboul & Brette� Regularity: The regularity of Φ for w < w∗ omes from the theorem of regularity ofthe solution of an ordinary di�erential equation with respet to its initial ondition.Sine in the region w < w∗ (enter and spiking regions of diagram 4(a)) the valueof F (v) − w + I never vanishes, the orbit starting from the initial ondition (vr, w0)satisfy equations (2.2) in the plane (v, w) and equation (2.6) in the plane (u, w). Inorder to apply the regularity theorem with respet to the initial ondition, we onsiderhere equation (2.6) and hek the regularity onditions.The funtion g is C∞ in its variables on (0, 1] × R. We prove that it is regular atthe point u = 0. First, the map g tends to 0 when u → 0 beause of ondition (A2),sine it is equivalent when u→ 0 to −2ab/(εu1+4/εF (u−2/ε + vr − 1)) whih tends to
0 (F (u−2/ε + vr − 1) ≤ αu−4/ε−2). Furthermore it is Lipshitz on [0, 1] in the variable
W sine the partial derivative of this funtion reads:

∂g

∂W
=

2a

εu1+2/ε

(F (u−2/ε + vr − 1)− b (u−2/ε + vr − 1) + I)

(F (u−2/ε + vr − 1)−W + I)2This derivative is therefore positive, and beause of the divergene of F and is equiv-alent when u → 0 to εa/(2u1+2/εF (u−2/ε + vr − 1)) whih tends to zero beause ofassumption (A2). Therefore, using the theorem of Cauhy-Lipshitz with parameters,we onlude that the map W̃ is ontinuous with respet to the initial ondition.But we an get even more regularity, provided that we prove that the map g has limitsfor its partial derivatives of higher order. The higher order partial derivatives of gwith respet to W will onverge to zero using the same argument, and by indution,we an prove that this is true for all the derivatives at 0 with respet to the variable
W . The partial derivative with respet to u are slightly more intriate in the generalase, but in the ase of the quarti and exponential model, we an readily prove thatthis funtion g is C∞ in (u, w) and therefore the theorem of Cauhy-Lipshitz withparameters implies that the map W∞(·) is C∞.For w ≥ w∗, the orbit will turn around the point (vr, w

∗). Hene Φ is the ompositionof the appliation giving the �rst rossing loation of the orbit with the urve {v = vr}and Φ for w < w∗. The seond is ontinuous beause of the latter argument, and the�rst one is C∞ beause of the standard theory of Poinaré appliations (theorem ofCauhy-Lipshitz with parameters for the system 1.1).� Conavity: As already stated, for w < w∗, the solution of equation (1.1) will neverross the v nullline, and the equation of the orbits in the phase plane (u, w) is givenby equation 2.6, and the equation of the orbit given by equation (3.2). We have:






∂g
∂w = 2a

εu1+2/ε

F (u−2/ε+vr−1)−b (u−2/ε+vr−1)+I
(F (u−2/ε+vr−1)−W+I)2

> 0

∂2g
∂w2 = 4 a b

εu1+2/ε

F (u−2/ε+vr−1)−b (u−2/ε+vr−1)+I
(F (u−2/ε+vr−1)−W+I)3

> 0
(3.3)using the fat that F (v)−w+I > 0 and w < b v. Hene we have the following formulafor the seond derivative of ϕ with respet to w0. INRIA
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∂2W̃

∂w2
0

= −
∫ 1

u

∂2g

∂W̃ 2

(

∂W̃

∂w0

)2

+
∂g

∂W̃

∂2W̃

∂w2
0

,Beause of inequalities (3.3) we have ∂2W̃
∂w2

0
≤ −

∫ 1

u
∂g

∂W̃
∂2W̃
∂w2

0
, and furthermore ∂2W̃

∂w2
0
(1, w0) =

0. Thus using Gronwall's theorem we obtain the onvexity of the funtion W̃ (u, ·) forall u.The Poinaré appliation Φ is de�ned by
Φ(·) = lim

u→0
W̃ (u, ·)Sine g is at least C2 in the seond variable, so is the �ow (Cauhy-Lipshitz theoremwith parameters) and hene Φ has the same onvexity property for w < w∗.� Existene and uniqueness of �xed point: Let w0 < w∗. Sine we have for all x < w∗∗the property: Φ(x) ≥ x+d and for x > w∗, Φ(x) is a non-inreasing funtion, we haveexistene of at least one �xed point. The uniqueness is given by the onavity of Φ for

w < w∗ and the dereasing behavior of Φ for w > w∗.� Horizontal asymptote (plateau) : The priniple of the proof is to show that there existsa solution diverging to −∞ when t→ −∞. This solution will therefore ut the phaseplane into two subdomains, and the orbits will be trapped in one or the other domain.In the zone above this solution, the map Φ will by dereasing and lowerbounded, henewill onverge.To prove the existene of suh a solution, we searh for an invariant subspae ofthe phase plane for the bakwards dynamis (i.e for the dynamial system (vb(t) =
v(−t), wb(t) = w(−t)) whih does not ross the v-nullline N := {w = F (v) + I}. We�rst searh for solutions fully ontained in a domain B bounded by two lines:

B := {(v, w) | v ≤ v0, w ≤ w0 + α(v − v0)}We show that we an �nd real parameters (v0, w0, α) suh that this domain is invariantby the dynamis and does not ross N .First of all, for the boundary {v = v0, w ≤ w0}, we want dvbdt ≤ 0, whih only means
wb ≤ w∗(v0) = F (v0) + I.Now we have to haraterize both v0 , w0 and α suh that the vetor �eld is �owingout of this a�ne boundary. This simply means that 〈( v̇

ẇ

)

|
(

α
−1

)

〉 ≤ 0 where 〈·|·〉 denotesthe eulidian dot produt. This ondition simply reads αv̇ − ẇ ≤ 0 and has to beful�lled on eah point of the boundary, whih is equivalent to:
a
(

bv − w0 − α(v − v0)
)

≥ α(F (v) − w0 − α(v − v0) + I) (3.4)RR n° 6531



26 Touboul & BretteUsing the assumption lim
v→−∞

F ′(v) < 0, hene there exists an a�ne funtion suh thatfor all v ∈ R F (v) + I ≥ uv + β.We onsider now α < 0. Then ondition (3.4) implies that
(

ab− α(u − α)− aα
)

v +
(

− aw0 + αav0 + αw0 − α2v0

)

≥ 0Hene the only thing to ensure is that (ab − α(u − α) − aα
)

< 0. This onditionis ahieved when the disriminant of this equation is stritly positive, i.e. for all
u > 2

√
ab− a or u < −2

√
ab− a.The initial ondition on u was to be greater than the minimum of F ′, hene any

u > max
(

2
√

ab− a, min
v∈R F ′(v)

) will be onvenient.In this ase, for all v < vm and w0 < wu the intersetion of {v = vm} and the tangentat F at the point xu solution of F ′(xu) = u, the vetor �eld is �owing out D and hene�owing in this zone for the bakward equation, hene B is �ow invariant, hene everysolution in this zone does not ross the nullline, hene goes to in�nity with a speedminored by the minimal distane between le nullline and B.Hene we have proved that there is a solution going to −∞, and whih will spike sinethe initial ondition is below the v-nullline N . This solution rosses neessarily theline {v = vr}, and denote wL the w assoiated to this intersetion. This solution utsthe phase spae in two subspaes whih do not ommuniate: every orbit starting in oneof the two subspaes will stay in this subspae. Hene for all w > w∗, Φ(w) ≥ Φ(wL),hene Φ is dereasing and minored, hene onverges to a �nite value and presents anhorizontal asymptote.We haraterized in the ase where the subthreshold system has no �xed point the shapeof the Poinaré appliation. In this ase, the spiking will neesarilly be of toni type, i.e.the neuron will �re in�nitely many spikes (this will be the ase whenever Φ(D) ⊂ D ). Sinethe system is a toni spiking behavior, the study of the Poinaré sequene of iterations of
Φ provides a good way to understand the di�erent toni spiking patterns observed in thesemodels.3.2 Toni spikingAs observed numerially in [Touboul, 2008a℄ and as we an see in �gure 8, we an see thatthe regular spiking is linked with the present in the hybrid system of a generalized limityle, the regular spiking limit yle, virtually ontaining one point at in�nity. From amathematial point of view, this orresponds simply to the onvergene of the Poinarésequene (3.1).
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Figure 8: Spiking generalized limit yle, ase of the quarti model. In the simulation, wehave ut the trajetories to a given threshold. Threshold has been taken large enough toensure we simulate the intrinsi system. Green dotted urves represent the nulllines, thered irles the sequene of reset positions, the solid blak urves the orbit of the solution ofthe di�erential equation and the dotted lines the reset.The regular spiking behavior is linked with the onvergene of the Poinaré sequene to a�xed point. Indeed, if this sequene onverges, then the frequeny of the spikes will onvergealso. If it does not, the only way to have spikes regularly orresponds to the ase where theISI map T is not one-to-one when the Poinaré sequene jumps between the di�erent valuesorresponding to the same interspike interval. When this ase ours, then one of the pointof the yle is lower than w∗ and hene orresponds to a sharp after-potential and the otherpoint is greater than w∗ and orresponds to a broad after potential, and the sequene willthen be onsidered as a regular bursting.The initial onditions and the parameters where the map Φ onverges towards its unique�xed point de�ne the regular spiking regions. A neessary ondition to have regular spikingis that the �xed point is stable. In this ase, the initial onditions w0 for whih the sequene(3.1) onverges is given by the attration basin of this �xed point.Sine we do not have losed form expressions for the map Φ, we provide here su�ientonditions on the dynamis of Φ leading to a regular spiking behavior.Theorem 3.2. Assume that Φ(w∗) ≤ w∗. Then the sequene of reset positions (wn)n≥0de�ned in (3.1) will onverge whatever the initial ondition.Proof. We �rst remark that the interval (−∞, w∗] is stable under the ation of Φ. Indeed,
Φ is inreasing on this interval, therefore for all w ∈ (−∞, w∗], Φ(w) ≤ Φ(w∗) ≤ w∗. Wealso note that Φ maps the interval [w∗,∞) on the interval (−∞, w∗] sine Φ is dereasing
RR n° 6531
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() Sample path of (wn) =with w0 > w∗Figure 9: Convergene towards �xed point.on this interval, and therefore for all w ∈ [w∗,∞), we have Φ(w) ≤ Φ(w∗) ≤ w∗. Therefore,is is su�ient to prove that the sequene of iterates of Φ onverges on (−∞, w∗]. Eventuallywe note that in this ase we neessarily have w∗∗ < w∗, sine theorem 3.1 ensures us thatfor all w < w∗∗ we have Φ(w) > w.On the interval (−∞, w∗], the sequene (wn)n≥0 is monotonous. Indeed, sine Φ isinreasing on this interval, let w ∈ (−∞, w∗] suh that Φ(w) ≤ w. By an imediate indutionon n we have
Φn+1(w) ≤ Φn(w)and hene the sequene is non-inreasing. If Φ(w) ≥ w, the same argument gives us thatthe sequene (wn)n is non-dereasing.The subinterval [w∗∗, w∗] is also invariant under the ation of Φ sine on one hande

Φ is inreasing on this interval and Φ(w∗∗) ≥ w∗∗ using theorem 3.1, and on the otherhand Φ(w∗) ≤ w∗ by hypothesis. Therefore, the �xed point of Φ is in this interval andthe sequene (wn)n is a monotonous sequene in a ompat set, and hene will neessarilyonverge to the unique �xed point of Φ.If w < w∗∗ then Φ(w) ≥ w + d and hene there exists an index N suh that wN ≥ w∗∗,and the previous result applies and gives us the onvergene of the sequene.We onlude therefore that for any initial ondition w ≤ w∗ the sequene onverges tothe unique �xed point of Φ, and sine Φ maps the interval [w∗,∞) on (−∞, w∗], for anyinitial ondition in this interval, the sequene (3.1) will onverge to the �xed point of Φ.The following theorem gives us another su�ient ondition on the dynamis to get regularspiking.
INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 29Theorem 3.3. Assume that Φ(w∗) ≥ w∗ and Φ2(w∗) ≥ w∗. Then the sequene of resetpositions will onverge to a �xed point whatever the initial ondition.Proof. First of all, note that the interval [w∗, Φ(w∗)] is stable under Φ, sine Φ is dereasingon this interval and beause of the assumptions of the theorem. Let w ∈ [w∗, Φ(w∗)]. Wehave by an imediate indution using that Φ is dereasing on this interval:
{

Φ2n(w∗) ≤ Φ2n(w) ≤ Φ2n+1(w∗)

Φ2n+2(w∗) ≤ Φ2n+1(w) ≤ Φ2n+1(w∗)Therefore the study of the sequenes Φ2n(w∗) =: w∗
2n and Φ2n+1(w∗) =: w∗

2n+1 areessential to haraterize the sequene related to any given w ∈ [w∗, Φ(w∗)]. Let us studytheses sequenes. We have:
w∗ ≤ Φ2(w∗) ≤ Φ(w∗)and therefore by an imediate indution using the monotony of Φ on this interval

Φ2n(w∗) ≤ Φ2n+1(w∗) ≤ Φ2n−1(w∗)

Φ2n(w∗) ≤ Φ2n+2(w∗) ≤ Φ2n+1(w∗)Hene the sequene (w∗
2n)n≥0 is an inreasing and (w∗

2n+1)n≥1 is dereasing, and for all n,we have w2n < w2n+1. Hene the two sequenes onverge.The limit of these sequenes is neesarily a �xed point of the map Φ2. Beause of theproperties of Φ and the assumptions of the theorem, this map has a unique �xed point, whihis the same as the �xed point of Φ. Indeed, beause of the shape of Φ, it an either haveone or three �xed points. Let w1 := min{Φ−1(w∗)}. Then Φ2 is inreasing on (−∞, w1),dereasing on (w1, w
∗) and inreasing again on (w∗, ∞), interval on whih the map onvergesto a �nite limit when w→∞. On (−∞, w∗), Φ2(w) > w: it is learly the ase on (−∞, w1)and the minimum of Φ2 is reahed at w∗ where Φ2(w∗) > w∗. We therefore onlude thatin this ase Φ2 has a unique �xed point, whih is neesarily the same as Φ.Thus the two sequenes onverge to this same �xed point, and so do any sequene (3.1)having its initial ondition in [w∗, Φ(w∗)].Let now w0 be a given initial ondition for the sequene (3.1). Neessarily this sequene

wn will be in the invariant interval [w∗, Φ(w∗)] after a �nite number of iterations. Indeed,assume that w0 < w∗. The sequene annot be upperbounded by w∗ sine there is no�xed point in (−∞, w∗). Hene there will be an integer p suh that Φp(w0) ≤ w∗ and
Φp+1(w0) ≥ w∗. Then beause of the monotony of Φ we have Φp+1(w0) ≤ Φ(w∗). If
w0 ≥ Φ(w∗) > w∗, then beause of the monotony of Φ we have Φ(w0) ≤ Φ(w∗) and henethe related sequene onverges beause of the properties already proved.We have identi�ed two simple su�ient onditions on Φ to obtain a regular spikingbehavior. These riteria are not diretly related to the parameters of the model, but theywill be useful in order to understand mathematially the dependeny with respet to theRR n° 6531
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(a) Spike Frequeny Adapta-tion (multiplier 0.355) (b) Intermediate ase (multi-plier 0.068) () Mixed Mode (multiplier
10−4)Figure 10: Di�erent types of onvergene for the quarti model, when all the parametersare �xed but the time sale of the adaptation variable a. The faster the adaptation is, theslower the onvergene is.parameters as did in setion 3.5, and also that an be easily used in numerial simulationsto ompute the zones of parameters orresponding to this regular spiking behavior, as wedo in setion 5.5.This analysis aounts for the stationary spiking behavior, and does aount for thetransient phase, i.e. before the onvergene of the sequene. In the spike patterns analysis,we generally distinguish between two types or regular spiking: the spike frequeny adaptationthat orresponds to the ase where the spike frequeny smoothly onverges to its stationaryvalue, and mixed mode where the neuron transiently �res fast few spikes before reahingits stationary spike frequeny. From the biologial point of view, the distintion betweenthese behaviors is not so lear, and we an ontinuously go from one behavior to the other.The di�erenes between these behaviors simply orresponds from a mathematial point ofview to the way the sequene of iterates onverges towards the �xed point (see Fig.10), andwe an quantify in our framework this onvergene rate, whih is diretly linked with themultiplier of the �xed point (the value of the derivative of Φ at the �xed point). If theabsolute value of this multiplier is very small (lose to 0), then the onvergene will be veryfast, and we will see a short transient before the regular spiking, and hene we will have amixed mode (see Fig. 10()). If the multiplier modulus is lose to 1, then the onvergenewill be very slow, and we will have spike frequeny adaptation (see Fig. 10(a)).3.3 Toni BurstingIn this ase, we observed numerially in [Touboul, 2008a℄ and as we an see in �gure 11,the bursting ativity is linked with the existene of a generalized limit yle of the hybridsystem, the bursting limit yle, virtually ontining many points having an in�nite membrane
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Figure 11: Bursting generalized limit yle. In the simulation, we have ut the trajetoriesto a given threshold high enough to approximate the behavior of the intrinsi system. Thered urve orresponds to the bursting limit yle, and the red irles the reset loationson this yles. The blak trajetory is the transient phase, and the green dotted urvesorrespond to the nulllines of the system.potential. The regular bursting behavior, whatever the transient behavior, is linked withthe presene of suh a yle, and this yle orresponds exatly to periodi points for thethe Poinaré map Φ.We an provide here a ondition for having yles of any period. Indeed, one of thesimplest appliation of Sarkovskii's theorem (see e.g. [Devaney, 2003℄) is that if there exist aperiodi point of period 3, then there exist periodi points of any period, hene bursts withany number of spikes per burst. Theorem 3.4 gives us a simple riterion on the dynamis of
Φ to have a period 3 yle.Theorem 3.4 (Cyles of any period). Let w1 := min{Φ−1(w∗)}. Assume that:











Φ(w∗) > w∗

Φ2(w∗) < w1

Φ3(w∗) > w∗

(3.5)Then there exists a non-trivial period 3 yle, hene the reset proess has yles of any period.Proof. The only thing to prove is that there exist a real T suh that
{

Φ3(T ) = T

Φ(T ) 6= TWe know that there exists a unique �xed point of Φ, whih we denote w∞ and whih liesin the interval [w∗, Φ(w∗)]. Here we prove that there exists another solution of Φ3(x) = x.Indeed, let us desribe the funtion Φ3:RR n° 6531
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(a) Period three point (b) Period four point () Period two pointFigure 12: Di�erent types of bursts and the periodi orbits of Φ assoiated. The last exampleof a point of period two shows that the system is quite exitable. Indeed, the preision ofour integration sheme is very high in this ase. This irregularity we observe is linked withnumerial errors assoiated with the exitability of the system: we are very lose of thedisappearane of this yle.� It is inreasing on (−∞, w2) where w2 = min{Φ−2(w∗)}, and above the urve y = xon this interval.� dereasing on (w2, w1) and Φ3(w1) = Φ2(w∗) < w1 hene the urve rosses one theurve y = x, at a point stritly inferior to w∗.Hene we have proved that there exists a period 3 yle. Sarkovskii's theorem (see e.g.[Devaney, 2003℄) ensures us that there are yles of any period for the map Φ .Remark 1. This theorem gives us a quite simple ondition on Φ to get period 3 yles.This implies that the system is haoti, as shown in the exellent paper of Li and Yorke[Li and Yorke, 1975℄. Nevertheless the haos they �nd is a topologial haos. It means thatthe set of yles is dense. It does not orresponds to the usual de�nition of haos used inneurosiene, understood as sensitive dependeny on initial onditions.Conditions suh as the one given in theorem 3.4 an be found for any period. The di�-ulty is to prove that these onditions are satis�ed, sine we have no losed form expressionfor the map Φ, and in this ase numerial simulation is helpfull. As we will see in setion3.5, the system will undergo a period-adding bifuration in funtion of the reset value of themembrane potential, and therefore bursts of many periods will be observed.3.4 MultistabilityIn setion 3.2, we gave su�ient onditions on the map Φ for the onvergene of the se-quene (3.1) to the �xed point of Φ whatever the initial ondition. These theorems imply
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Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 33in partiular that the �xed point of Φ is stable. Nevertheless, in the ase where the map Φis not ompletely ontrating, i.e. when
max
v∈R |Φ′(v)| > 1it is possible to have multistable behaviors. Indeed, exept in the ases overed by thetheorems of setion 3.2, di�erent types of behavior an appear depending on the initialondition of the sequene (3.1). For instane, the map Φ an have a stable �xed point andthe map Φ2 two other stable �xed points. In that ase, we an observe either a regularspiking when the initial ondition of the Poinaré sequene is ontained in the attrationbasin of the stable �xed point of Φ, or a regular bursting with two spikes per burst in thease where the initial ondition of the Poinaré sequene is in the attration basin of theyle.3.5 Dependeny on the parametersWe have seen that in the ase where the subthreshold dynamis has no �xed point anorrespond to toni spiking, toni bursting, or both at the same time depending on theinitial ondition. The question we address in this setion is to haraterize the dependenyof the system with respet to the parameters of the model, and the bifurations from onebehavior to the other.3.5.1 Bifurations in the spike-triggered adaptation parameterThe parameter having the simplest e�et on the dynamis is the adaptation parameter d:it simply shifts vertially the Poinaré map, and does not hange its shape. This simplebehavior allows us to understand qualitatively the hanges in the behavior of the Poinarésequene.Therefore, if the Poinaré map is globally ontrating, we will not observe bifurationsin the parameter d, and the system will always onverge to the unique �xed points, whihinreases when inreasing d. We denote this �xed point wfp(d).If the map is not globally ontrating, bifurations an appear with respet to the pa-rameter d. Denote by I1 the zone where the derivative of Φ is greater than 1 in absolutevalue. This interval is a bounded interval fully inluded in [w∗(d),∞), beause of the on-vexity assumption and the presene of the plateau that implies that the derivative of Φ withrespet to w tends to 0. As stated, sine the shape of Φ does not depend on d, I1 do notdepend on d either.If wfp(0) > max I1, then the �xed point of the system is always stable for all d > 0 andthere is no bifuration in d.If wfp(0) ∈ I1, we denote by d1 = inf{d > 0; wfp(d) 6= I1}. The �xed point will beunstable and the neuron will be bursting or haotially spiking while d < d1, and for d > d1,the �xed point beomes stable and the neuron will �re regularly . At the point where d = d1,the �xed point will have a multiplier equal to −1, and the map undergoes a period doubling
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(b) Vr = −47.7mVFigure 13: Orbits of Φ for di�erent initial onditions, varying the spike-triggered adaptationparameter d, in the ase of the dimensioned Adaptive Exponential model. We an observethat for d small enough the system onverges towards the �xed point of Φ. When inreasing
d, as desribed in the text, the �xed point loses stability via a period doubling bifurationand a yle of period 2 appears. In the ase (a) the system presents another period doublingbifuration for d ≈ 0.8, and then returns to equilibrium via an inverted period doublingbifuration as desribed in the text. In the seond simulation for Vr larger,bifuration provided that the generiity and the transversality onditions are satis�ed (seee.g. [Kuznetsov, 1998, setion 4.5℄). The transversality ondition is always satis�ed sine
∂2Φ

∂w∂d ≡ 1 and hene never vanishes. The generiity ondition reads:
1

2

(

d2Φ

dw2

)2

+
1

3

d3Φ

dw3
6= 0 (3.6)This ondition is quite di�ult to hek sine we do not have a losed form for the map Φ,but the value of (3.6) an be numerially omputed quite easily.If wfp(0) < min I1, we similarly de�ne d1 = inf{d > 0, wfp ∈ I1} and d2 = sup{d ≥

d1, wfp ∈ I1}. The system will undergo a period doubling bifuration at the point w∗(d1)for d = d1 and a period doubling bifuration at the point w∗(d2) for d = d2 provided thatthe generiity ondition (3.6) is satis�ed. For d ∈ (d1, d2), the system do not have a stable�xed point. It an emit bursts, or even have a haoti behavior in this zone (see �gure 13).3.5.2 Stabilization by the input urrentFirst of all, we are interested in the e�et of the input urrent. Indeed, inreasing the inputfrom the value I = −m(b) will let the system in the parameter zone where there is no �xedpoint, and dereasing it will make the system swith to the ase where there are two �xedINRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 35points treated in setion 4. In this setion we are interested in the e�et of inreasing theinput urrent.Interestingly, inreasing the input urrent has a stabilizing e�et on the behavior of theneuron: we prove in theorem 3.5 that for I large enough the Poinaré sequene will alwaysonverge to a �xed point. Nevertheless, the omplexity we desribed in the previous setionswill learly a�et the dynamis when we vary I. Note that this type of behavior is what issometimes alled fast spiking behavior.Theorem 3.5. Let a, b, vr, d be �xed parameters. There exists Is suh that for all I > Isthe sequene of iterates of Φ onverges.Proof. The proof of this theorem is based on the hanges indued by inreasing the urrentaround the point (vr, w
∗). We prove that inreasing I enough will lead the system in thease of theorem 3.2, whih will onlude the proof.The point w∗ depends on I, and therefore we denote it w∗(I) in this proof for the sake oflarity. At this point (vr, w

∗(I)), the vetor �eld in the diretion of v does not hange wheninreasing the input urrent, by the vetor �eld in the diretion of the adaptation variable
w it dereases proportionaly to I (i.e. inreasing I by δI amounts adding −δI to the vetor�eld in the diretion of w). This new dynamial system an be readily dedued from theoriginal one hanging w in w̃ = w − I. Using this hange of variable, we have w̃∗ = F (vr)and the new Poinaré map reads:

Φ̃(w̃) = Φ(w̃ + I)− I,and the ondition of theorem 3.2 simply reads Φ̃(w̃∗) ≤ w̃∗. In the plane (u, w̃) with
u = (v − vr + 1)−ε/2, the equation of the trajetory reads:dW̃du

= − 2a

εu1+2/ε

bu−2/ε + β − W̃ − I

F (u−2/ε + vr − 1)− W̃and the limit at zero of the solution (whih exists beause of the assumptions) satis�esthe equation:̃
W (0, 1, I) = F (vr) +

∫ 1

0

2a

εz1+2/ε

(bz−2/ε + β − W̃ )− I

F (z−2/ε + vr − 1)− W̃
dz

= F (vr) +

∫ 1

0

2a

εz1+2/ε

(bz−2/ε + β − W̃ + m(b))

F (z−2/ε + vr − 1)− W̃
dz

− 2 a (I + m(b))

∫ 1

0

1

εz1+2/ε(F (z−2/ε + vr − 1)− W̃ )
dzHene there exists Is > −m(b) suh that for all I > Is we have W̃ (0, 1, I) + d < F (vr).This is equivalent to the ondition of theorem 3.2, therefore for all I > Is, the system willbe in a regular spiking behavior.
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(b) Vr = −47.7mVFigure 14: Orbits of Φ when varying the input urrent I in the ase of the dimensionedAdaptive Exponential model. In the ase 14(a) the reset loation is small enough and thedynamis only presents a loss of stability via period doubling and then returns to equilibrium.In the seond ase 14(b), the �xed point is unstable when it appears and we have a periodtwo yle immediately followed by a period 3 yle, then via an inverted period-addingbifuration we return to a period two yle, and then by inverted period doubling bifurationto the fast-spiking equilibrium. The transition from period three to period two presents ahaoti behavior.Therefore, we an see that inreasing the input urrent has a stabilizing e�et on thedynamis. We present in �gure 14 some numerial results illustrating this stabilization e�etin the ase of the exponential integrate-and-�re model. We observe for two di�erent valuesof vr that the system undergoes bifurations with respet to the input urrent, sometimesinvolving haoti spiking, but after a given value of the input urrent, the system spikesregularly, and the Poinaré sequene onverges towards its �xed point.3.5.3 Casade of period adding bifurations and haos with respet to vrA very interesting bifuration parameter is the reset value of membrane potential vr. Thedependeny of the Poinaré appliation with respet to this parameter is very intriate.The e�et of inreasing the reset value sharpens the Poinaré appliation, and thereforedestabilizes the possible stable �xed point or stable yles. This qualitative observationis on�rmed by numerial simulations. In the ase of the exponential model, for vr smallenough, the Poinaré appliation is smooth, beause of the slope of the exponential funtionfor small v values tends to zero. But in the ase of the quarti model, dereasing vr alsosharpens F beause of the fast divergene of the quarti funtion.We provide in �gure 15 a graph of the stationary Poinaré sequene (i.e. removingthe transient phase) as a funtion of the reset voltage vr orresponding to the quartiINRIA
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Figure 15: The period adding bifuration asade in the Poinaré sequene for the quartimodel, a = 0.03, b = 0.7, d = 1.15, and vr ∈ [0, 2], and a zoom on the transitions fromperiod 2 to period 3 and period 3 to period 4.model. A similar diagram was given in the ase of the adaptive exponential model in[Touboul and Brette, 2008℄. We observe that the system present sharp transitions from rest(regular spiking) to yles of period two (bursts with two spikes per burst) via a perioddoubling bifuration, and from yles of period n to yles of period n + 1 for n ≥ 2 viaperiod adding bifurations involving haoti spiking regions.4 Existene of �xed pointsIn the ase where I < −m(b), the system has two �xed points, one of whih is always asaddle �xed point. We already studied in setion 2 the stable manifold of this saddle �xedpoint, and explained in the ases where there exists stable losed orbits (�xed points ofperiodi orbit) how this manifold shaped the related attration basin.This stable manifold is essential for haraterizing the de�nition domain and the thedynamis of Φ on this domain. The map Φ will only be de�ned on the line {v = vr} forvalues of w suh that (vr, w) is neither in the attration basin of the possible losed orbitnor on the stable manifold of the saddle �xed point.
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38 Touboul & Brette4.1 Case D = RWe are �rst interested in the ases where the reset line {v = vr} neither rosses the saddlemanifold nor the attration basin of the possible stable �xed point. We know that theSMSFP is the graph of an unbounded inreasing funtion of v for v ≥ v+. Therefore, theases where the stable manifold do not ross the line {v = vr} neesarilly orrespond to theases where the stable manifold is fully inluded in a half plane {v ≥ vmin}. This orrespondsto the ases where:� the subthreshold system has two unstable �xed points and no stable limit yle (Figs.3(a) and 3(b)).� there exists an unstable limit yle irling the stable �xed point (Fig. 2(a))� or when the stable manifold rosses both nulllines (Fig. 2(b)).In these ases, for all vr ≤ vmin, the line {v = vr} will not interset the SMSFP nor anypossible attration basin. Therefore, the Poinaré appliation Φ is de�ned on R and theproof of theorem 3.1 readily extends to this ase. Hene in that ase Φ is a regular mapinreasing and onave on (−∞, w∗] and dereasing on [w∗,∞), having a unique �xed point,an horizontal asymptote at in�nity and suh that Φ(w) ≥ w + d for all w ≤ w∗∗. Sinethe map Φ is de�ned on R (and therefore Φ(D) ⊂ D, will either be at rest and �re nospike (if there exists a resting state: stable equilibrium or stable periodi orbit) or in a tonispiking behavior. In the toni spiking ase, sine the map satis�es the same properties asone of the ase where the subthreshold system has no �xed point, theorems 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4,and the �ring an either orrespond to haoti spiking, regular spiking or regular bursting,depending on the parameters of the system.4.2 Case D = R \ A where A is a ountable setThe ases where the reset line rosses the SMSFP but not any attration basin of SSO ismore intriate. It orresponds to the ases where:� the subthreshold system has two unstable �xed points and no stable limit yle, and
vr ≥ vmin and vr 6= v−. (ases of Figures 3(a) and 3(b))� the subthreshold system presents a stable �xed point and an unstable periodi orbit.In that ase let us denote by vp,max (respetively vp,min) the maximal (respetivelyminimal) value of the variable v or the periodi orbit. The line {v = vr} rosses thestable manifold but not the attration bassin when vmin ≤ vr < vp,min or vr ≥ vp,max.In these two ases, the reset line {v = vr} has �nitely many intersetions with the stablemanifold, and we denote by A the set of intersetion points. The map Φ is de�ned onR \ A. This set is a �nite union of open intervals. On eah interval, the map Φ satis�es theproperties given in theorem 3.1. The of the orbits of the di�erential system (1.1) aroundthese intersetion points ompletely hanges beause of the property that the orbits annotINRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 39ross the stable manifold, and therefore at eah intersetion point with the saddle manifoldthe map Φ undergoes jumps. Hene when the stable manifold osillates around the �xedpoint, the map Φ will have arbitrary many disontinuity points.If vr > v+ then the map Φ will have a unique point where it is unde�ned, for vr > v−,an even number of suh points, and for vmin < vr < v−, an odd number. For v = v−, thesystem will have an in�nite ountable number of disontinuities, omposed of two sequenes
(mi, i ∈ N) suh that mi < w−, is inreasing and onverges to w− and (Mi, i ∈ N) suh
Mi > w−, the sequene is dereasing and onverges to w− (see diagram 16).The dynamis of Φ in this region of parameters will therefore be very omplex. It anhave multiple �xed points, no �xed point, and the map is disontinuous.We denote by A the set of intersetions of the reset line with the stable manifold of thesaddle �xed point. The set of adaptation values suh that the system will be in a phasispiking state (i.e. �res �nitely many spikes) is given by:

(P ) =
∞
⋃

n=0

Φ−n(A)� If vr < Vmin, then Φ is de�ned on R and the analysis done in the ase where there isno �xed point applies diretly.� If there is no �xed point for the map Φ (for instane if the identity line rosses thedisontinuity), then regular spiking is impossible, and hene we will have bursts orirregular spiking neessarily.� If there is a unique �xed point, then regular spiking and bursts an oexist dependingon the initial ondition. Indeed, the map Φ is disontinuous and an present stableyles together with the presene of a stable �xed point. For instane assume that
vr < v+. In this ase, denote by wd is the disontinuity point (the intersetion of
v = vr with the stable manifold of the saddle �xed point). We have wd < w∗. Iffurthermore Φ(w−

d ) < wd, then the image of (wd,∞) by Φ is inluded in (−∞, wd)whih is stable under the ation of Φ. Hene the dynamis of Φ is after possible oneiteration desribed by the dynamis of Φ on (−∞, wd). It is easy to prove that in thisase the sequene onverges towards the �xed point of Φ. This proof readily extendsto the ase where vr > v+ and supx∈(−∞,wd) Φ(x) < wd.� The ase where there are many �xed points is way more omplex. In this ase the sys-tem ould have di�erent regular spiking frequenies, depending on the initial ondition.In this ase of multiple attrators, the system ould swith between these attrators,be haoti, present hysteresis, and its omputational apabilities are inreased as wellas its sentivity.4.3 Phasi behaviorsIn this setion, we onsider the ases where the reset line intersets the attration basin Bof a stable losed orbit and by C the stable manifold of the saddle �xed point. The set ofRR n° 6531



40 Touboul & Brette

(a) Nulllines and di�erent reset loations vr1, vr2, vr3, vr4 orresponding to di�erentqualitative behaviors for the map Φ.
(b) vr = vr 1: Φ is ontinuous () vr = vr 2: 2 disontinuity point

(d) vr = vr 3: 6 disontinuity point, 7 �xedpoints (e) vr = vr 4: 1 disontinuity pointFigure 16: Case of two unstable �xed points for the lassial adaptive exponential model.Phase plane and graph of the map Φ for di�erent values of vr, for the same set of parameters.INRIA



Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 41adaptation values that do not lead to system to �re is given by:
A = {w ∈ R ; (vr, w) ∈ B or (vr, w) ∈ C} .Therefore, de�nition domain of the Poinaré appliation in this ase is

D = R \ A,and the set of initial onditions orresponding to a phasi spiking (i.e. emission of a �nitenumber of spikes) is given by
(P ) =

∞
⋃

n=0

Φ−n(A)and the omplementary of this set orresponds to the toni spiking ases.To study further the behavior of the system in this ase, we disuss di�erent asesdepending on the shape of the stable manifold and the position of vr with respet to the �xedpoint v+. Interestingly, the shape of the stable manifold only depends on the parameters ofthe subthreshold system.4.3.1 The stable manifold does not ross the v-nulllineWe �rst onsider the ase where the manifold Γ− does not ross the v-nullline.For v ≤ v+, two ases an be distinguised:� In the ase where the Γ− intersets no nullline (ase of �gure 2()), the de�nitiondomain D is an open interval (−∞, wmax(vr)) suh that wmax(vr) < min(w∗, w∗∗). Onthis interval, the proof of theorem 3.1 an be applied and we obtain that Φ is inreasingand that Φ(w) ≥ w + d for all w ∈ D. Therefore, provided that d > 0, there exists
N ≥ 0 suh that ΦN(w) > wmax(vr). This implies that the neuron starting from anyinitial ondition (vr, w) suh that w ∈ D will �re a �nite number of spikes and thenreturns to equilibrium (�xed point of stable periodi orbit).� When manifold Γ− rosses only the w-nullline (ase of �gure 2(d)), the de�nitiondomain is also an open interval (−∞, wmax(vr)). Let us de�ne the interval I = [v1, v2]suh that the stable manifold is below the two nulllines. We have v1 ≤ v− and
v2 ≥ v+. For vr ∈ I, the neuron will neesarily �re �nitely many spikes and returnto rest from the spiking point of view, as we proved in the latter ase. For vr < v1,we have w∗∗ < wmax(vr) < w∗. Therefore the map Φ will be inreasing on D. If
Φ(wmax) ≤ wmax, then there exists a �xed point for the map Φ, whih will be stable,we an easily prove (the proof is essentially the same as the one of theorem 3.2) thatthe Poinaré sequene will onverge to the �xed point of the map Φ. In this ase thesystem presents a bistable behavior (see �gure 18): there exists a stable subthresholdbehavior and a stable spiking behavior that oexist. If Φ(wmax) > wmax, beause ofthe onvexity property (whih an be proved exatly the same way as in theorem 3.1),there exists ε > 0 suh that Φ(w)−w ≥ ε and therefore the system will return to restRR n° 6531



42 Touboul & Bretteafter �ring �nitely many spikes. Therefore the whole behavior of Φ depends on thesign of Φ(wmax(vr))− wmax(vr).These two ases are very similar for v > v+. Indeed, in that ase, the manifold Γ+ delin-eating the attration basin of the nonspiking trajetory is the graph of an inreasing funtionof v, and is above the two nulllines. The de�nition domain of the Poinaré appliation ishere again an open interval (−∞, wmax(vr)) with wmax(vr) > max(w∗, w∗∗).� In the ase where Φ(wmax(vr)) > wmax(vr) we are able to de�ne ε > 0 suh that
Φ(w) − w ≥ ε and the system will be in a phasi spiking behavior.� In the ase where Φ(w∗) < wmax(vr), then we have Φ(D) ⊂ D and therefore the systemwill �re in�nitely many spikes. Depending on the properties of the map Φ, the systeman either spike regularly (when the �xed point is stable), emit bursts of haoti spikepatterns.� In the ase where Φ(w∗) ≥ wmax(vr), we do not have Φ(D) ⊂ D. In this ase, D anbe separated into two di�erent sets that an have quite intriate shapes: a set of valuesof the adaptation variable where the neuron �res �nite many spikes and a set wherethe neuron �res in�nitely many spikes. To study these sets, we de�ne

P1 = {w ∈ D ; Φ(w) ≥ wmax(vr)}This set orresponds to the set of adaptation values w suh that Φ(w) 6∈ D and henethat will �re one spike and then return to a subthreshold stable orbit. We then de�nereursively the set Pn+1 = Φ−1(Pn) of initial onditions suh that the neuron will �reexatly n spikes before beeing attrated by the stable subthreshold orbit. The set ofphasi spiking initial onditions is therefore de�ned by
P =

∞
⋃

n=1

Pn,and the set of toni spiking is D \ P . In �gure 17 we represented the onstrutionof these two sets untill T3, and we observe the omplexity of the set we will obtain.If the �xed point is stable, both the toni spiking and the phasi spiking sets will bea ountable union of non-empty intervals, and the Poinaré sequene will jump fromone interval to the other untill reahing the attration basin of the �xed point of Φ,where they keep trapped. If the �xed point is unstable, the toni spiking set will beomposed of a ountable points, whih are the onseutive reiproal images by Φ ofthe unstable �xed point. Therefore the neuron will not present yles. In this ase,the behavior of Φ strongly depends on the initial ondition.4.3.2 Unbounded stable manifold rossing the v-nulllineIf the stable manifold rosses the v-nullline as in �gure 2(b), then for eah v ≥ vmin thereset line will interset the attration bassin on a bounded interval (wmin(vr), wmax(vr)) andINRIA
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Figure 17: Constrution of the phasi spiking set, for two iterations. The red urve is themap Φ and the blak line the identity map. The green onstrution line orrespond to theontribution of the set T2 for w > w∗ to T3.the de�nition domain of the Poinaré appliation is the union of two semi-in�nite intervals:
D = (−∞, wmin(vr)) ∪ (wmax(vr),∞) =: I1 ∪ I2.Furthermore any orbit starting from (vr, w) with w ∈ I2 will ross the reset line on I1 aftera �nite time, and therefore we have Φ(I2) ⊂ Φ(I1). Beause of the shape of the separatrix,there exists vmin < v1 < v− suh that on (v1, v+) we have wmin(vr) < min(w∗, w∗∗)� If supw∈I1 Φ(w) ∈ [wmin(vr), wmax(vr)], the system will �re �nitely many spikes.Indeed, if vmin < vr < v1, for all w ∈ I1 we have w + d ≤ Φ(w) ≤ wmax(vr), andtherefore the Poinaré sequene is stritly inreasing and will neessarily end up in theattration basin or on the stable manifold, and hene stops �ring.If vr < v1 or vr > v+, there exists α > 0 suh that supw∈I1 Φ(w)−w ≥ α and thereforeany orbit will be in the attration basin of the SSO and will stop �ring after a givennumber of spike �red.For any initial ondition w ∈ I2 we have Φ(w) ⊂ Φ(I1) and therefore either Φ(w) isin the attration basin of the subthreshold equilibrium, or it is in I1 and the aboveanalysis applies and the system is in a phasi spiking mode.� If supw∈I1 Φ(w) < wmin(vr), then neessarily Φ(I1) ⊂ I1 and the map Φ has a �xedpoint in I1. Furthermore, we have Φ(D) ⊂ I1 and therefore the system will be in aRR n° 6531



44 Touboul & Brettetoni spiking behavior. If vr ≤ v+, we have wmin < w∗, the �xed point is attratingand all the Poinaré sequenes onverge to this �xed point (see proof of theorem 3.2).If vr < v+, the type of toni spiking depends on the properties of the map, the systemwill possibly �re haoti, regular or bursting patterns.� If supw∈I1 Φ(w) > wmax(vr), then there exists an interval J ⊂ D suh that all thetrajetory with initial ondition (vr, w) with w ∈ J will stop �ring after one spike. Wean build the phasi and the toni subspaes of D reursively as we did in the previousase. The shape of this set an be quite omplex, and the behavior of the Poinarésequene depends on the initial ondition on this set.4.3.3 Bounded attration basinIn the ase where there exists an unstable periodi orbit in the system, we have seen thatthe attration basin of the stable �xed point was bounded, delineated by this periodi orbit,and that the stable manifold winds around this orbit. In this ase, let us denote by vminthe minimal value of the membrane voltage on the yle and by vmax its maximal value.The behavior of the system for vr ∈ (vmin, vmax) is very omplex. Indeed, the reset linewill ross the attration basin on an interval of values for the adaptation (wmin, wmax),but sine the stable manifold, sine it osillates around the orbit onverging to it, thereis a ountable sequene of intersetion points of the reset line with the stable manifold:
(mi, i ∈ N) onverging to wmin and (Mi, i ∈ N) onverging to wmax. At eah of this pointthe map Φ is unde�ned and there is a jump of the values of the map Φ at these points.Hene the de�nition domain of the map Φ has a quite omplex shape, and Φ an intriatedisontinuous dynamis on it.For v > vmax the reset line will ross the stable manifold on a �nite set of adaptationvalues, and at these points the map Φ is unde�ned and jumps. This ase an be studied asthe ase of two unstable �xed points and no stable periodi orbits treated at the beginningof the setion.5 Disussion5.1 Phasi behaviorsWe have seen that in many ases when there exists stable subthreshold orbits that the systeman �re �nitely many spikes before onverging to this subthreshold orbit. These behaviors areknown as phasi behaviors. In [Touboul, 2008b, Izhikevih, 2003, Brette and Gerstner, 2005℄,the authors distinguished between two main types of phasi behaviors : phasi spiking andphasi bursting. In our framework, the phasi spiking orresponds to the ase where theneuron only �res a spike before returning to rest, whih orresponds for instane to the set
T1 of �gure 17, and the phasi burstings to the the rest of the phasi set, in whih ase theneuron �res few spikes before returning to its subthreshold equilibrium.
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Figure 18: Bistability in the ase of the quarti model5.2 BistabilityFurthermore, we have seen that there exists ases where both the subthreshold dynamis andthe adaptation sequene present stable orbits. These ases orrespond to multistability: twodi�erent stable behaviors an appear depending on the initial ondition, and perturbationsan lead to swith from one behavior to the other (see �gure 18.5.3 ChaosIt is quite interesting to observe haos in this model. Indeed, the �ring patterns observedin the nervous system are often haoti. For instane in the Purkinje ell, it has beenobserved that as the temperature inreases for a given input urrent, the alium spik-ing presented a period doubling during in vitro experiments (see [Mandelblat et al., 2001,Etzion and Grossman, 1998, Llinas and Sugimori, 1980, Hounsgaard and Midtgaard, 1989℄).The appearane of doublets was also observed in vivo on reordings done by Jaeger andBower on the ketamine-anesthetized guinea pig when the inhibition is bloked [Jaeger and Bower, 1994℄.This type of route to haos has also been shown in lassial neuron models. For instaneRinzel and Miller in [Rinzel and Miller, 1980℄ loated a period doubling on the interspikeinterval in the Hodgkin-Huxley model by omputing eigenvalues along a family of periodiorbits. It has then been shown in other neuronal models, for instane in a version of theHodgkin-Huxley model taking into aount the temperature [Feudel et al., 2000℄. In thisase, the system undergoes a period doubling asade when varying the temperature.
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46 Touboul & Brette5.4 A good model of Purkinje ell5.5 Eletrophysiologial lasses6 ConlusionIn this hapter we studied the spike patterns produed by neurons in the lass of modelsintrodued in [Touboul, 2008b℄. We proved that the divergene of the nonlinearity F had tobe fast enough for the model to be well de�ned. In this ase, the study of a disrete map,the Poinaré appliation, lead us to distinguish between the di�erent spike patterns �red,and the preise study of this map allows us to de�ne eletrophysiologial lasses dependingon the parameters of the system having similar behaviors when varying the input urrent.We also proved that the system presented bifurations in funtion of the reset value of themembrane potential, whih an be related to in-vivo and in-vitro experiments.A Cauhy ProblemThe Cauhy problem onsists in proving that there exists a unique solution to the problem(1.1) and (1.2) de�ned for all t ∈ R for a given initial ondition (v0, w0) at time t0. Itwas adressed by Romain Brette in [Brette, 2007℄ in the ase of spiking models de�ned by aone dimensional ODE with a �nite spiking threshold and a reset ondition. He found thatthe reset introdued a ountable and ordered set of bakward solutions for a given initialondition, and this that this struture of solutions had important impliations in terms ofneural oding.The ase of the system given by (1.1) and (1.2) is slightly more omplex, but an betreated in the same fashion as done in [Brette, 2007℄. We have seen in setion 2.7 that thereexists a unique solution to the forward problem. Therefore in this appendix we are interestedonly in the bakward solutions. The bakward problem of equations (1.1) and (1.2) withinitial onditions (v0, w0) at time t0 orresponds to the forward solutions vb(t) = v(t0 − t)and wb(t) = w(t0 − t). of the system:


















dvbdt = −F (v) + w − Idwbdt = −a(bv − w)

vb(0) = v0

wb(0) = w0

(A.1)The nulllines for this system are the same as the nulllines of the forward problem, butthe diretion of the vetor �eld hanges. A new issue appears here: the membrane potentialan may to −∞ in �nite time. In this ase, the solution is not admissible. In the ase of theadaptive exponential model, the bakward membrane potential and the bakward adaptationvalue will never blow up in �nite time. Therefore, this solution is always an admissiblesolution. But in the ase of the quarti model for instane, the membrane potential will
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Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 47always blow up in �nite time when the bakward solution do not ross the v-nullline, andsuh solutions will exist, for instane in the ase where there is no �xed point: in the proofof theorem 3.1, we show that there exist a spiking solution for whih the bakward solutiontends to in�nity. For initial onditions of the bakward problem below this orbit, beauseof Gronwall's theorem, the membrane potential will tend to −∞ in �nite time.� If the bakward solution does not blow up in �nite time and does not ross the line
{vb = vr}, then the solution of the bakward equation is unique, and there exists aunique solution of the problem whih is de�ned on R.� If the bakward membrane potential blows up at time t1 and its orbit does not intersetthe line {vb = vr} there is no solution to the Cauhy problem for t ≤ t1.� If the bakward orbit intersets the line {vb = vr} then the problem splits in two solu-tions, one of whih orresponding to a reset, and the other orresponding to the solutionof the system (A.1). The branh of solution orresponding to a regular subthresholdbakward problem is treated as desribed above. For the solution orresponding to areset, we hek if the value of the membrane potential at this point is inside the imageof the Poinaré appliation. If it is the ase, the admissible solutions orrespond tothe di�erent reiproal images of this value under Φ. There an exist two possiblevalues: one that is inferior or equal to w∗ and another one greater than w∗, and thesetwo possible points are on the same orbit (the orbit starting above w∗ rosses the line
v = vr at the point below w∗). To avoid the di�ulty or resetting at an in�nite valueof the membrane potential, we diretly jump to the reiproal image of this point by
Φ, and ompute the same way the possible branhes of bakward solutions.Interestingly, in the ase of the exponential model, sine the bakward solutions do notblow up in �nite time, the bakward solution is always an admissible solution. Therefore,we have a ountable number of bakward solution in this ase.In the ase of the quarti model, the number admissible solutions is smaller. Indeed, thereiproal images of Φ derease, and when they are below the spiking trajetory divergingwhen v → −∞, the bakward equation blows up in �nite time. Therefore the only admissiblesolution is a spiking solution. Figure 19 illustrates the onstrution of a bakward solutionand of the Cauhy problem. From a given initial ondition (v0, w0), if the bakward solutionnever rosses the reset line {v = vr} there is only one admissible solution provided it doesnot blow up in �nite time. If the bakward solution rosses the reset line (star (1) and (2) of�gure 19), the solution splits into two solutions, one of whih orresponds to a spike whenit exists (star (1)) and the other one orresponding to the regular solution of the bakwardequation (for star (2) no spiking solution orrespond to the related adaptation value). Belowthe bold line orresponding to a diverging solution of the bakward equation, in the ase ofmodels suh as the quarti one, the only admissible solution is a spiking solution (star (3)).
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48 Touboul & Brette

Figure 19: Constrution of the bakward set of solutions. Desription in the text.
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Spiking dynamis of bidimensional integrate-and-�re neurons 49B OsillationsTo understand whether the stable manifold an ross the w-nullline and possibly the V-nullline, we study the asymptoti behavior of the solutions when t→ −∞. The idea is thefollowing: if the manifold goes to −∞ (for V ), then the derivative of the nonlinear termvanishes tends to its limit F ′
−∞ whih an either be �nite, or −∞. In the following we shallassume that the manifold does not ross the V-nullline. In that ase, the voltage V (t) ofthe manifold, seen as a solution of the system, goes to −∞ as t→ −∞, and we will look forpossible ontraditions.If we have F ′

−∞ = −∞, the trajetories are asymptotially horizontal and hene willneessarily ross the w-nullline, but not neesarily the v-nullline. In the ase where F ′
−∞ >

−∞, the approximated dynamis an be solved analytially. Asymptotially, the di�erentialequations satis�ed by a given solution (v, w) of the resaled model an be approximated by:
{

v̇ = F ′
−∞v − w + I

ẇ = a(b v − w)
(B.1)When t → −∞, the solutions of the linear system either spiral around the �xed point(omplex eigenvalues) or align asymptotially to the diretion of eigenvetor assoiated tothe smallest negative eigenvalue of the matrix L governing the dynamis of the linear system(B.1):

L =

(

F ′
−∞ −1
ab −a

)If the eigenvalues of this matrix are omplex, i.e., when b >
(a+F ′

−∞
)2

4a , then the solu-tions spiral around the �xed point. Therefore the trajetories ross the V-nullline, whihontradits our initial hypothesis. Thus when b >
(a+F ′

−∞
)2

4a (resonator regime), the stablemanifold rosses both nulllines.If the eigenvalues are real, the trajetories of the linear system align asymptotially tothe diretion of the lower eigenvalue
λ− = −1

2
(a− F ′

−∞ +
√

(F ′
−∞ + a)2 − 4a b)This eigenvalue is always stritly negative hene solutions will diverge when t → −∞.The eigenvetor assoiated with this eigenvalue is:

(

2

a+F ′

−∞
+
√

(F ′

−∞
+a)2−4a b

1

)The slope of that eigenvetor is always inferior to F ′
−∞, so that (linearized) trajetoriesdo not ross the V-nullline. However they an ross the w-nullline when the slope of theeigenvetor is smaller than b, i.e.:
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a + F ′

−∞ +
√

(F ′
−∞ + a)2 − 4a b

2
< band this ondition is satis�ed when b > 1

2 (a + F ′
−∞). Assuming ā > 0, the inequality isalways true if τ̄w > −F ′

−∞; when when τ̄w < −F ′
−∞, the inequality is never true given thatthe eigenvalues are real (b >

(a+F ′

−∞
)2

4a ).In summary, the stable manifold rosses both nulllines when b > 1
2 (a + F ′

−∞)(resonatorregime), and it rosses at least the w-nullline when τ̄w > −F ′
−∞ or F ′

−∞ = −∞.Referenes[Brette, 2007℄ Brette, R. (2007). The auhy problem for one-dimensional spiking neuronmodels. Cognitive Neurodynamis, 2(1):21�27.[Brette and Gerstner, 2005℄ Brette, R. and Gerstner, W. (2005). Adaptive exponentialintegrate-and-�re model as an e�etive desription of neuronal ativity. Journal of Neu-rophysiology, 94:3637�3642.[Clopath et al., 2007℄ Clopath, C., Jolivet, R., Rauh, A., Lüsher, H., and Gerstner, W.(2007). Prediting neuronal ativity with simple models of the threshold type: AdaptiveExponential Integrate-and-Fire model with two ompartments. Neuroomputing, 70(10-12):1668�1673.[Devaney, 2003℄ Devaney, R. (2003). An Introdution to Chaoti Dynamial Systems. West-view Press.[Dieudonné, 1963℄ Dieudonné, J. (1963). Éléments d'analyse - Tome I : Fondements del'analyse moderne. Gauthier-Villars.[Etzion and Grossman, 1998℄ Etzion, Y. and Grossman, Y. (1998). Potassium urrents mod-ulation of alium spike �ring in dendrites of erebellar Purkinje ells. Experimental BrainResearh, 122(3):283�294.[Feudel et al., 2000℄ Feudel, U., Neiman, A., Pei, X., Wojtenek, W., Braun, H., Huber, M.,and Moss, F. (2000). Homolini bifuration in a Hodgkin�Huxley model of thermallysensitive neurons. Chaos: An Interdisiplinary Journal of Nonlinear Siene, 10:231.[Fouraud-Trome et al., 2003℄ Fouraud-Trome, N., Hansel, D., van Vreeswijk, C., andBrunel, N. (2003). How Spike Generation Mehanisms Determine the Neuronal Responseto Flutuating Inputs. Journal of Neurosiene, 23(37):11628.[Gronwall, 1919℄ Gronwall, T. H. (1919). Note on the derivative with respet to a parameterof the solutions of a system of di�erential equations. Annals of Mathematis, 20:292�296.
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